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Murray Guard Unit Slated
For DesignationOctober
The type of unit that will be housed in
the National Guard Armory designated
for Murray and Calloway County is
expected to be revealed around October
1 of this year, according to Gordon
Nichols, public information officer with
the Kentucky National Guard in Frank-
fort.
Murray, as well as Hazard, is slated
to get a National Guard unit while
Louisville will lose one of its seven units
under a Guard reorganization plan
proposed by state Adjutant General
Billy G. Wellman.
Wellman said Wednesday he plans to
announce full details of the proposed
reorganization at a news conference
Saturday.
Earlier this year Wellman had
confirmed that an Armory would be
located in Murray and that $19,000 for
the design of the structure had been
included in the executive budget of Gov.
Julian M. CarrolL At that time,
Wellman estimated that a unit between
100 and 150 people would be established
in Murray.
Nichols said today that the Hazard
unit will most likely be announced at a
press conference this Saturday. He said
that it is possible that an understrength
unit elsewhere in Kentucky would be
relocated to Murray and that the an-
nouncement on the Murray unit would
be delayed to give the other units an
opportunity to build up their strength.
Wellman and Col. Marshall White,
the state Guard's facilities director,
have made several trips to Murray
looking at possible sites for the Armory
but no site has been designated at this
time.
White is expected to meet with
Calloway County Judge-Executive
Robert O. Miller next week to look for a
temporary site.
The recruiting office for the unit is
expected to be opened by Oct. 1 and the
organization of the unit should take
place around Nov. 1, Nichols said.
"Once the unit is 50 percent recruited
we can secure a site for a permanent
building," Nichols said, "and after it is
75 percent recruited we can actually
start construction."
Calloway County School Board
members are expected to review a
number of bids in a special Saturday
school board session.
On the agenda for the 6 a.m. session
at Holiday Inn is review of bids for a
new football field and track at the high
school, cafeteria items, gasoline for the
year, bus insurance and Workmen's
Compensation.
Other items on the agenda for the
early morning meeting are personnel
recommendations, a review of lunch
prices for the 1978-'79 school year, and




Firefighters with Calloway County
Fire-Rescue Squad had their share of
grass fires Wednesday, extinguishing
four throughout the day.
According to a spokesman for the
volunteer unit, firefighters were called
out about 11 p.m. Wednesday during
thunderstorm activity in the area to a
woods fire near the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition Center on
College Farm Road. The spokesman
said apparently lightning started the
blaze, first thought to be at the Expo
Center.
Abdut 230 p.m. Wednesday volun-
teers with the squad extinguished a
grass blaze that threatened a propane
tank at Dwain Taylor chevrolet on
South 12th in Murray.
The spokesman said the fire ap-
parently , started when a worker was
using a cutting tool. The flame from
that, he said, ignited some diesel fuel,
spreading the fire to a field and small
storage trailer. Firefighters with the
squad put out the blaze and "cooled"
the propane tank, the spokesman sairk
Firefighters also extinguished two
other grass fires - one near Stella
about 7:30 p.m. and another near the
Colchrater "bottoms'. about 9:30 p.m.
Nichols said that the type of unit to be
located here had not yet been officially
determined.
-We feel like that the type of unit to
be approved by the Guard bureau and
to mesh with other west Kentucky units
would probably be an armor-type unit,
possibly in the support line," Nichols
_ said.
The plan, scheduled to take effect
Sept. 1, must be approved by Gov.
Julian Carroll and by the U.S.
Department of the Army's National
Guard Bureau.
Kentucky's chief military officer
planned to discuss the proposal with
federal officials in Washington on
Friday. Wellman met Wednesday with
the governor to discuss the reshuffling.
The reorganization is necessary,
Wellman said before his meeting with
Carroll, because the Guard is not
drawing enough recruits to support its
units.
Wellman said the changes would not
mean a loss of personnel in any area or
reduce the Guard's ability to respond to
emergencies, though he acknowledged
that a continuing manpower shortage is
costing Kentucky money.
The National Guard.is about 1,000
people below its authorized strength in
Kentucky of 6,500. The state thus loses
about $2 million — or $2,000 per man —
in federal support.
Wellman said the change in
Louisville is needed bitcause the city is
not attracting enough recruits while
other Kentucky cities are actively
seeking Guard units.
Potential Nightmare In Election Year?
CITY-WIDE JOHNSON GRASS
PROJECT — Murray is expected to
soon begin a city-wide Johnson
Grass eradication project, and
workmen jhere are shown
spraying a stand of the noxious
weed with equipment donated for
the project. Pictured are:
(foreground) Robby Judkins, a city
CETA worker, (background, from
left) Robert Butler, supervisor,
Gilbert Stowers, a city CETA
worker, Jim Erwin, with the Bureau
of Health Services, Barry Grogan,
health department, and Murray
Mayor Melvin Henley. Henley said
the purpose of the program is to
kill the root system of the week to
prevent blockage of drains in the
city. Hutson Agri-Chemical
donated the chemicals for the
project.
Photo by icanie B. Gordon
Statewide Property Reassessments Are Due Next Year
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFOTIT, Ky. (AP) — The state
administration's potential nightmare is
statewide property reassessment
during a major election year, but, de-
spite a statute requiring it in 1979, it is
not likely.
Under the law, county property
valuation administrators must conduct
such a reassessment during their
second year of office.
That falls next in 1979, which is also a
year in which Kentuckians elect a
governor and secondary constitutional
officeholders.
Any incumbent administration trying
to promote a successor normally would
be concerned about voter backlash in
view of the tendency of assessments to
rise because of inflation and the con-
sequent increase in property taxes that
probably would result.
However, Tarleton Rogers, director
of the general property tax division in
the state Revenue Department, iatcl
Wednesday that "We have never placed
strong emphasis on the statute."
He said that the PVAs, who although
elected locally are employees of the
Revenue Department, will not be or-
dered by the state to comply with the
law.
Rogers said "there has been an issue
over interpretation of the statute," with
PVAs divided as to whether it must be
carried out literally or whether a
normal upward adjustment would
suffice.
"If the PVAs did a reappaisal next
year under the statute, they would still
in the interim have to retain something
close to fair cash value," Rogers said.
He indicated his office is adhering to
court cases which decree that the state
will not certify any county property
assessments within a reasonable range
of actual value.
"Our position is that each year, we
advise the PVA where he stands in
relation to fair cash value," Rogers
said. "Then it's up to him or her to
bring the assessments to that level."
The PVAs, whose election uften
depends on 'voter acceptance of their
assessments, want a new law which
would limit property tax increases to
the general inflation rate reflected by
the consumer price index — rather than
the higher rate at which property ac-
cumulates annually.
A similar proposed measure failed to
pass in The 1978 General Assembly.
Public Opinion Will Be Crucial
Part Of New Conservation Act
U. S. Soil Conservation Service (S(S)
officials revealed today public
awareness of the new Resources
Conservation Act is gaining.
"Private citizens are more concerned
about soil and water resources than a
lot of people realized," SCS District
Conservationist Ellis Morrow pointed
out.
"During the last week we have
received numerous calls about flooding
problems here, Morrow said. Others
have voiced concern over poorly
planned sub-divisions, loss of wildlife
habitat, and erosion on cropland."
The Soil Conservation Service
spokesman said, these items could be
discussed in detail during the August 1
meeting at 6:30 p.m. in the Murray
State University Exposition Center
conference room.
The Calloway Conservation District
and the U. S. Soil Conservation Service
STEADIES:THE 4WD — of Hamlin, Kentucky, steadies the
hand and stroke 61-5- y e a r-i4d Crirtis (0019Itthrirtt as he works to shave the
splinters from a red oak shingle. The making of wooden shingles similar to
those actually used at The Hameplate-1850 was one of the 19th century
crafts demonstrated ai WO Crafts Day, an introductory program to the
living history farm in Land Between The Lakes, TVA's 170,000-acre public
demonstration area in western Kentucky and Tennessee. Brandhorst is the
son of Leroy Brandhorst of Dwight. Illinois.
Rogers estimated that general
property in Kentucky goes up in value
10 percent or more every year. Until
this year, the recent national inflation
rate has ranged 6 to 7 percent.
Currently, the state is engrossed in
trying to certify the 1978 assessments
from all 120 counties.
"We hope they will be within
reasonable fair cash value," Rogers
said. "But we have 26 new PVAs who
might have sane difficulties."
inside today 
are sponsoring the meeting to fulfill
requirements of the Resources Con- -
servation Act which President Carter
signed November 1977.
The Resources Conservation Act
directs SCS to use public opinion as well
as scientific data to appraise the
natural resources on all private land;
develop a 5-year program to meet
identified needs; and to evaluate
progress toward achieving these goals.
He said only half the counties have
been certified, but that his office hopes
to finish in time for tax bills to go out
locally in September, though this dead-
line rarely is met.
Since a 1965 state Court of Appeals
decision, all property has had to be
assessed at 100 percent of value. The
state in effect is satisfied if the over-all
assessment is at least 85 percent of
that
One Seetioa-18 Pages
The Community Theatre production of Jesse Stuart's
"The Thread That Runs So True" will begin its final three-
night run tonight at 7:30 at the Murray-Calloway County




early this morning the becoming
mostly sunny this. afternoiSn.
Highs in the mid to upper 80s.
Generally clear and a little cooler
tonight. Lows in the mid 60s.
Mostly sunny and pleasant
Friday. Highs in the mid to upper
90s.
Winds becoming west to north-
west around 10 miles an hour
today diminishing tonight. The
probability of precipitation is 20
percent this morning.
today's index
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Let's Stay Well 4
Local Scene 2, 3, 4
Opinion Page 5
Sports 10,11,12
State Education Officials Issue
Words Of Caution On Testing Law
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Some
words of caution have been sounded by
state education officials to the Advisory
ComInlitee on Educational Im-
provement which is to help implement
Kentucky's new pupil testing law.
Wendell Butler, secretary of the
education and arts cabinet, said
Wednesday that certain dangers are
involved with the testing which begins
next spring.
"You can put a stigma on a child for
life," he said, addinglhat parents also
can expected to be sensitive when in-
formed their child is below the norm.
And Superintendent of Public
Instruction James Graham said that
although the 1978 legislation is "good in
intent," he hopes it does not
degenerate into an accountability
.addle" which would unnerve teachers.
Graham, who has not been en-
thusiastic about the new law, said there
will be concern on the local level about
comparisons with other school systems.
Butler and Graham were referring to
House Bill 579, the Educational
Improvement Act, which provides for
testing of all students in grades 3, 5, 7
and 10 to measure progress and
achievement in basic skills.
Donald Van Fleet, head of the office
for research and planning in the state
Department of Education, said com-
petency testing is part of a national
trend.
Kentucky differs from some other
states, he said, in that it does not
require a test for high school graduates.
All except one of the 18 members of
the advisory committee, appointed by
Gov. Julian Carroll, showed up for the
first meeting. They elected Mitchell
Davis of Glasgow as chairman.
Graham acknowledged that his
department has its own ideas on
competency testing that do not parallel
the legislation.
Months ago he told a news reporter
that he was going ahead with the
department version -despite the new
statute, but Wednesday that stand ap-
parently was softened.
Graham said his agency is still
working on an -alternate plan" that
perhaps can be combined with state-
mandated tests in local school districts
a few years hence.
"The tests are going to be more of a
local than a state matter," the
superintendent told the advisory group.
The aim of the new law is to identify
students who score below an
established criterion, and then to
provide help for them.
Van Fleet predicted the tests would
indicate that an average of one in five
pupils needs remedial instruction.
Commission Sharply Criticizes
State Police Hiring Practices
By T.G. MOORE
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The all-
male and mostly white Kentucky
Bureau of State Police has made "little
more than „a paper commitment to
equal employment opportunity," an
advisory panel to the US. Commission
on (.1 Rights said today.
'Re 17-member committee, which
began an investigation in September
1976 of state police hiring and
promotion practices for women and
minorities, recommended that the U.S.
_
attorney geit start legal proceed-
ings against t bureau
"It appears that, despite official
claims to the contrary, the bureau
continues to use some hiring
procedures and requirements which
have contributed in the past to the
exclusion of women and possibly to the
low numbers of minortties," Bobby D.
Doctor, regional director of the U.S.'
Commission on Civil Rights, said in a
statement accompanying the report.
The committee found that, "Despite
mandates for equal employment op-
portunity from the governor, the
Kentucky Department of Justice and
the U.S. Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration," only 2.2 percent of the
sworn force of 948 personnel are
members of minority groups, though
minorities comprise 6.8 percent of the
state's labor force.
Though 37 perrent of the labor force
in Kentucky is female, no women have
ever been employed as state troopers,
the report said. "This exclusion of
See STATE POLICE,
Page la, Colima 1
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FOR FRIDAY, JULY* itsti
What land of day will
tomorrow be' To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign
ARIES
, Mar 21 to Apr. 20) TEA
Opportunities in a new field
will interest you considerably.
Study well — if only to grasp
as an avocaties. •
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 20
Stellar influences not en-
tirely favorable. You. 'ttkay
encounter tension in sane
areas. Keep your band look at
the bright side of things.
GEMINI
. May 22 to June 21) ri
You may get a lot of offbeat
ideas now. Put them right out
of your head. In all situations,




, June 22 to July ni
Care needed in matters of
communication. Misin-
terpretation of a letter or
other message could lead to
misunderstandings or errors.
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 23)4
Your innate aggressiveness
will prove an advantage in
conducting day's activities.
Don't go overboard and
alienate friends or associates,
however.
VIRGO
• Aug. 24 to Sept. 231 1112ki1
You may find yourself in the
midst of controversy Don't let
it bother you. Rather, get
together with opponents and,
using your innate foresight,
you can solve all matters
nicely.
LIBRA
, Sept_ 24 to Oct. 23) -Ant
If you feel you are gaigir
stale in the idea departrnag,
browse about in new areas for
information. Hold discussions
with those with similar in-
terests.
SCORPIO
-Oct. 24 to Nov.12) nt,
Pause to appraise poten-
tials. Decide cautiously, but
not fearfully, whether you
should stand toe-to-toe with
the competition or circumvent
it by a clever maneuver_
SAG MARX S
Nov 23 to Dec. 21) eirillN.
In dealings with others, be
sire to note their reactions
The right word at the right
time could be a big [actor in
attaining yout ends.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) lifsl
Teamwork will be im-
portant during this period, so
make it a point to associate
and work with those _whose
interests and aims are similar
to your own.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
By going along with your
associates, you can further
your own aims as well. As with
Capricorn, .it's a day when
teamwork will pay satisfying
dividends.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
A day of mixed influences.
You can hold your own
through thoughtful
management, with a dash of
imagination. Do not become
annoyed if some change in
your program is necessary.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a fine intellect,
unusual versatility and am-
bitions which, unless you are
careful, can drive you almost
to ruthlessiess at times. You
love pomp, ceremony and
power, and you are never
happy unless in the limelight.
You have a great love of art in
all its forms; may suc-
cessfully take up one or the
other either as a vocation or
an avocation. But, if you in-
cline toward business as a
career, will ultimately reach
Abe top echelons of
management' and
organization, since your
acumen in this field is beyond
par. Your flair for the
dramatic makes you an
outstanding candidate for the
stage, literature, politics and
staUmmanship. •Birthdate
'Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis.







Balsy Girl Allen* i Mother
Sues 135 Riviera, Murray,
Baby Boy Parker (Mother
Linda ), Rt. 6, Murray, Baby
Boy Shechtman (Mother
Michele Rt. 8, Box 405
Murray,
DISMISSALS
Glenn E. Henna, 17 Green
Acres Tr. Ct., Murray, Mrs.
Lana S. Garland 800 N. 18
Murray, Denny L. Hammons,
603 College Ct. Murray, Paul
E. Calhoun, Rt. I Farmington,
Mrs. Lois A. Green, 1720
Holiday Dr. Murray, Mrs.
Lisa G. Elliott, Rt. 5,
Mayfield, Mrs. Hazel I.
Martin, 229 Washington St.,
Camden, Tenn., Mrs. Debra
K. Jackson, Rt. 2 Bx. 145-D
Buchanan, Term., Mrs. Lynn
W. Houston, 1604 Keenland Dr.
Murray, Mrs. Don F. Tim-
mons, Rt. 1 Gilbertsville, Mrs.
Barbara M. Bucy, Rt. I, Bx.
, 143 Buohanau, Tenn., Ralph B.
McCuiston, 206 N. 10 Murray,
Rhe-y B. Parsons (expired),
1013 Payne Murray, Albert W.






Baby Boy Nall (Vicky), Rt
4, Murray, Baby Boy Ober-
myer (Gail), 1406-B Stadium
View Dr. Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Cathy S. Duncan and
Baby Boy, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs.
Theresia A. Greene, 1508
Chaucer, Murray, Mrs. Ebith
L. Bray. 306 So. 3rd, Murray,
Mrs. Hazel L. Ahart, 749 Riley
Cts., Murray, Mrs. Daytha D.
Howell, 1607 Locust, Murray,
James L. Genanatti, Jr., 944
So. 6th., Murray, Roger D.
Hudson, Rt. 3, Box 237.
Murray, Arthur 0. Smith, Rt.
7, Benton, Miss Karen Stone,
710 E. 12th., Owensboro, Miss
Shawnery A. Jones Rt. 3.
Murray, Miss Melanie S
Sholar, Rt. 1, Hardin, Mrs.
Carol J. Parker Rt. 3, Benton,
Mrs. Shirley M. Smith, 603 S. Mrs. Lena C. Morris, R. 1,
Murray,. -.Mrs. . Mary . /C_,...pttryear; /*rm.:fifty. Ruby E.
•. Barnes, Rt. 6 Bx. 4 Cadiz, Mrs. Lampkins, Rt. 2, Murray,
Willis M. Bane'', 907 Waldrop Mrs. Obera Brittain, Rt. 5,
, Murray, Claude Vaughn, 905 Box 110. Murray, Robert L.
SPogue, Murray, Bill H. Morris Sr. Rt. 1, Pitryear,
- Adams, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs- Tenn., Magnus H. Hooks, Rt. 3
Nora G. Goodgion, 1624 Box ses-B, Murray.
Farmer Murray, Seth-Cooper,
118 N. 7 Murray, Mrs. Beulah
M. Cain, Rt. I, Almo, Mrs.
Pearl O'Bryan, Rt. 2 Murray,
Mrs. Lucy Fenel, Rt. I Dexter,
Ernest L. Hopper, Rt. 4
Murray, Maynard Ragsdale,
503 N. 6 Murray, Mrs. Verdie
M. Crouch, Rt. 4 Murray, Mrs.
Mary L. Baker, West View,
'Murray, Jake Niccum, Rt. 5,
Bx. 475 Murray', Mrs. Lottie L.
Pendergrass, Rt. 1, Far-
mington, Clifton L. Jones
(expired), Rt. 7, Murray,
HUTCHENS BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Hut-
ebens, Murray Highway'
Mayfield, are the parents of a
baby boy, Casey Ray, born on
Saturday, July 22, at the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Hutchens, Sr., of
Hopkinsville, and Mr. and Mrs
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By Abigail Van Buren
mate Cz.cago Tneumo N V Mows Synd inc
DEAR ABBY: This year, as in previous years, my
husband has invited his sales team to our mountain cabin
for a weekend of fishing.
This year; unlike previous years, his sales team now
includes a young. unmarried woman who happens to be
very attractive. _ (All the men are married and
middle-aged.) • ---
Abby, would -you believe that some of the Wives are
malting a big fuss because they feel that it is improper for a
single girl to sleep under the same roof with their
husbands?
Our cabin is a six-room chalet with sleeping
accommodations for 12, and this trip involves five men and
one girl.
All the wives respect your opinion, so please tell us what
you think.
D.M.'S WIFE
DEAR WIFE: The woman member of the sales team is
entitled to the same benefits as the men. If your husband
excludes her in deference to nervous wives, hell be guilty
of sexist discrimination. Solrelas. It's a new, new wosld,
Ma'am.
DEAR ABBY:1 have a sister-in-law who really turns me
on I know it's not love, it's just a physical attraction
Every time she touches- me- uniritentionallysl go up the
wall.
My problem is I don't know if I. should go ahead and try
something or just lay back. If I lay- back 111 go crazy, and if-
I go ahead, I run the risk of having her refuse and then
telling my brother, and I sure don't want that.
What should I do? I am 16.
CONFUSED
DEAR CONFUSED: Lay back. Lay WAY back. And in
self-defense, do your hest to remain untouchable.
DEAR ABBY: I have been. married for six years and it
se-erni like 60. We hilve three-beautiful-children, 5, sand IT -
rarinths old. My husband is a steady worker, he makes a
good salary, and he doesn't drink or run around. Those are
his good qualities. But when he comes home, he always
greets our children with a slap in the mouth. He always
finds some excuse to hit one of them. He uses me as a
punching bag if he feels like it, too.
He tells the kids, "Don't touch the car. It's MINE!"  
lEverythinit is HIS.) He doesn't talk, he yells.
The kids are scared to death of him and so am I. He
hasn't taken me anywhere in two years. I begged him to go
to the priest with me, but he refuses. He says if the priest
comes here hell throw him out. He won't take me to
church so I pray at home, but I have to hide when pray or
hell say I'm cracking up. Maybe I sin. Am I?
WORRIED
DEAR WORRIED: A physician can tell you if you're
"cracking up." gee one immediately. Tell him what's
bothering you, and if he prescribes counseling, by all
means go. If your community doesn't offer a refuge for
battered wives and abused children, they should have one.
You don't need your husband's permiesion to see •
priest. And if you continue to live with this abusive man,
who probable sick, you are sicker than be is.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "RUNNING TO LOSE WEIGHT
IN SANTA MONICA": Running alone won't do it. Diet is
the moat important factor. You will have to run three miles
to "burn up" 100 calories. In other words, for every hot
fudge sundae you consume, you will have to run 15 miles to
stay even.
Who said the teen years are the happiest? For Abby's
new booklet "What Teenagers Want to Knew," write
Abby: 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Enclose
81 and • long, stamped (28 cents), self-addressed envelope,
please.
GOLDEN AGE CLUB officers are, left to right, Lucille Rollins, treasurer Tennessee
Outland, "president Rose Burgoyne, vice-president Naomi Schwalm, secretary: Paul
Kingins, chaplain and custodian; Mary Gertzen, past president and program chairman.
Not pictured is_niettie Klapp, publicity chairman.
Golden Age 6ub Meets At
Ken lake Park For Social
The Golden Age Club held a
potluck supper at Kenlake
State .Park on Friday, July 7,
Members and guest enjoyed a
watermelon treat funished by
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Marose.
Following a brief meeting
the group assembled to hear
the Lakeside Singers.
In attendance were Mr. and
Mrs. Ted Schlueter, Mr. and
Mrs. Byron Iseminger, Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Marose, Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Marvin, Mr. and
Mrs, Roger Burgoyne, Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Gertzen, Sadie
Harrell; Katie Overcast, Floy
Caldwell, Ola Winchester,











Emerson, Gloria Gertzen, and
Loretta Day.
The group plans to have a
potluck at noon on Friday,
"Aug. 4, in the Murray City
Park. Tennessee Outland is
the new president of the
Golden Age Club.
KAN r
The classification of plants
and animals that is the basis
of the modern system was de-
vised by 18th certtury Swedish
botanist Carolus Linnaeus.
RETURN FROM TRIP
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
' Herndon and daughters, Gina
and Cheryl, returned home
recently after a twenty-six
days' vacation in their travel
trailer through the states of
Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas,
Oklahoma, Missouri, and
Tennessee, and to Monterrey,
Mexico. -Point S visited in-
cluded Galveston Island,
Padre Island, 'Kings Ranch,
Astrodome, LBJ Ranch,
Texas Capital at Austin, rodeo
in Stamford, Texas, Kennedy
Memorial in Dallas, Palo
Duro Canyon in Texas, points




Alberta Gleason of Hardin






The Faith Doran Circle of
the First United Methodist
Church Women met Tuesday,
July 11, at two p.m. in the
senior youth room. Miss Audie
Green presided and
welcomed a visitor, Jo Anne
Mischke.
Mrs. Vernon, Roberts in-
troduced those on the
program.
The devotion was by Mrs.
Isaac Clanton who used the
tenth chapter of John for her
scripture reading and closed
with prayer.
Miss Audie Green used for
her program topic, "Faith,"
and closed with prayer.
During the social hour that
followed the hostesses, Mrs
Vernon Roberts, Miss Helen
Haneline, and Mrs. Carl
Rowland, served refresh-
ments to the thirteen mem-
bers are two visitors, Jo Anne




Associated Press Food Editor
FAMILY DINNER
Rangetop Tamale Pie








pineapple in. heavy syrup
Stir together the buttermilk
and sugar until the sugar is dis-
mayed. Stis in the undrained
pineapple. Pour into a shallow
pan and freeze until firm. We
used a 5-cup metal refrigerator
ice-cube tray without dividers
(II by 'Pi try 2 inches) and our
mixtswe was firm in a couple of
hours. Best served as soon as





Save 20% to 50% on Every
Vacuum Cleaner in Stock
EUREKA KIRBY 
FILTER ROYALi QUEEN
SAVE on vacuum cleaner bags - Buy 2 get 1 FREE
SAVE on vacuum cleaner belts 50'
PAUL WINSLOW'S
Olympic Plaza - North 12th
759-1636
You Can't Lose -




3: 00 Sat., Sun.
A BILAZI SAGA
3rd BIG WEEK
Just Whet! !/011 lltout1ht it






Late Show Fri. & Set. 11:40











LET US ENTERTAIN YOU
THE MURRAY THEATRES
HELD OVER
17 20. 9:20 2 30 Sun 1
THRU WED. 
1030111 451nASat I
The song was standalous. --
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Theatre will present "The
Thread That Runs So True" at
eight p.m, at the Murray-
Calloway County Park.
Lakeside Singers will
perform at Lake Barkley
State Park at 8:30 p.m.
Twilight Cabaret will
perform at old beach area of
Kentucky Dam State Park at
8 • 30 p.m.
Watermelon Feast for
students, faculty, staff, and
frie-nds of Murray State
University will be held from
2:30 to four p.m. on the lawn
Just of west of Oakhurst.
Maranatha Christian Center
will sponsor a potluck dinner





shopping clay will be held and
for information call 753-0929.
Kentucky Lake Chapter of
National Association of
Retired Federal Employees
will meet at the WOW Hall at
9:30 a.m.
Memorial Baptist Church
Puppetts will perform at
Piney Campground in Land




Theatre will present "The
Thread That Runs So True" at
the Murray-Calloway County
Park at eight p.m.
Twilight Cabaret will
perform at Kentucky Dam
State Park at 8:30 p.m.
Lakeside Singers will
perform at Kenlake State
Park at 8:30 p.m.
Activities at Land Between
the Lakes will include
program on wood duck at two
p.m., program on insects at
three p.m., and discovery
walk at four p.m., all to start
at Center Station.
The Bluegrass State CB
Club will have a potluck
supper at the old Murray City
Park at seven p.m.
Activities at Kenlake State
Park will include pathfinder
program at campground
bathhouse at ten a.m.;
bumper pool tournament in
game room at one p.m.;
dinosaur egg hunt at two p.m.
and watermelon seeds bit at
2:30 p.m. on hotel front lawn:
egg toss at 3:30 p.m. and new
games at -four p.m. at cam-
pground bathhouse; tennis
lessons on hotel court ar. 4:30
p.m.; hay ride at horse stables
at 6:30 p.m. with charge of one
dollar per person; living with
river life program at
recreational room of hotel at
seven p.m. and 9:45 p.m.
Saturday, July 29
Activities at Kenlake State
Park will include awareness
walk at hotel front porch at
nine a.m.; junior ranger
program at campground
bathhouse at—ten a.m.; fee--
cream eating eontest.en hotel
patioToom at one p.m.-; junior
fishing derby at hotel
playground at two p.m.;
stagecoach ride at horse
stables with charge of two
dollars per person at two
p.m.; critter hunt at three
p.m. and critter race at 3:30
p.m. at. campground
bathhouse; bubble gum
blowing contest on hotel front
lawn at 4:30 p.m.; volley ball
at hotel court at 6:30 p.m.;
hayride at. horse stables with
charge of one dollar per
person at 6:30 p.m.; disco
dance in hotel meeting room
with charge of fifty cents per
person from eight p.m. to
midnight.
Murray-Calloway County
Theatre" will present "The





membership tea will be held
at the home of Kathy Fleming,
701 South 16th Street, Murray,
tran" two In four pin. AU
Interested women are invited
and, for information call 759-
1288 or 7534710.
Archaeological Adventure
will start at South Information
station in Land Between the




Sate Park at 8:30p.m.
Lakeside Singers
perform at Kentucky






Dance will be held from eight
p.m. 'to Midnight at the
MurrayCountry Club with-Mr.
and Mrs. Dick • Orr as chair-
men. Others assisting are
Messrs and Mesdames Joe
McCoart, Jim Frank, Vernon
cohoon, Walter Jones, Chad





Club met for their last sum-
mer meeting at the home of
Mrs. Johnnie Walker with all
members present.
Mrs. Walker gave the
devotional from John 6:13, led
in prayer, and read the
minutes.
Mrs. Ruth Parker gave a
very interesting lesson on
Painting and Cross Stitch."
Another lesson orf "How
Homes Develop Per-
sonalities" was presented by
Mrs. Violet Johnson.
Landscape notes from the
University of Kentucky and a
lesson on Kentucky authors




The next meeting will be
held in the home of Mrs. Ruth
Parker, North 14th Street,
Murray, on Monday, Sept. 18,
at one p.m.
CHRISTMAS IN JULY—Twenty-one ladies of the First Presbyterian Church met in the
church fellowship hall on July 11 for a workshop in preparation tor the third annual
Holly Berry Bazaar to be held on Saturday, Nov. 11. Pictured, lett to right, are Iala
Dowdy, Cynthia Petersen, Ho Hendrickson, and Olus McNelis.
Gucci designs for fall
on Italian fashion scene
ROME (AP) — Gucci, the designer whose emblem of
intertwined G's adorns bags, shoes, carves, watches and
belts, is establishing himself in the world of high fashiOn".s
Gucci made his debut last . summer and came back
again this season to put his fall bile of leathers and silks on
the Italian fashion catwalk.
This time the showing was held in the elegant Casino
Valadier overlooking the terraced gardens of old Rome. It
was a perfect setting for what director Aldo Gucci terms "a
fashion parade made in Italian good taste."
Furs and suedes were sprinkled throughout the show
as three-quarter length mountain jackets appeared in re-
versed sheep skin with buckle tie and tight cuff. Quilted
suede blazers and matching raccoon coats were shown in
Murmansk fur frOm the icy coast of Siberia.
Even a poncho sweater was created out of chinchilla
with a suede boarder on the wide boat neck and three-
quarter sleeve for "apres-ski."
Gucci's silks didn't receive the praise that his leather
pieces did, although one series of silk print evening gowns
were delicately designed and executed.
The collection was vivacious'. iplashed with cosmic
colors of night flight gray, Neptune green, sun glow yellow
and spdce blue.
But the old Gucci trademarks, the G's and the red and
green saddle stripes, still managed to pop up on cashmere
scarves, buckle clasps and silk prints.
SRMETS
Now in Progress, Gigantic Pre-Season
COAT SALE
BUY NOW 250/0 OFF
UP TO
WHAT'S IT WORTH?
WASHINGTON (AP) — How
much would it cost to hire
someone to do the jobs done by
a fulltime homemaker?
A lot.
The American Council of Life
Insurance estimates it would
cost more than ;17,000 a year
to hire outside help to do the
cooking, cleaning and numer-
ous other jobs done by a home-
maker.
Teressa June Oakley Is Wed
To Chester Kent Duncan At
Ferguson Springs Church
The wedding vows of Miss
Teressa June Oakley and
Chester Kent Duncan were
pledged at seven p.m. on
Friday, July 14, at the
Ferguson Spring Baptist
Church, Aurora.
The simple but impressive
ceremony was performed by
Omar Jenkins, minister,
before the altar decorated
with ferns, magnolia, and
roses.
A program of nuptial music




The bride was escorted to
the altar and given in
marriage by her brother,
Steve Oakley. She was lovely
in her gown of white chiffon
and chantilly lace. The neck
and sleeves were outlined with
lace. The bride's fingertip
length veil of silk illusion was
attached to a crown of lace
and tiny seed pearls.
She carried a bridal bouquet
of white silk roses, baby's
breath, and white satin
streamers tied in love knots.
The bride chose for her
maid of honor, Miss Angie
Puckett. She wore a floor
length gown and carried a
bouquet of orange silk roses
and baby's breath.
'The train bearer was Little
Miss Melinda Miller. She was
attired in a navy and white
dress and had a single white
rose pinned to her shoulder.
Rickie Conner was chosen
as best man: The men and the
bride's grandfather wore rose
boutonnieres.
Mrs. Henry Edwards, the
bride's grandmother, wore a
two piece suit and a corsage of
white rosebuds. The groom's
mother, Mrs. Louis Duncan,
wore a two piece suit and a
corsage of white rosebuds.
Miss Tommie Pritchett,
grandmother of the groom,
was also presented a white
rosebud corsage.
Mrs. Steve Oakley kept the
guest register.
Reception
Following the ceremony a
reception was held in the.
church annex.
On the bride's table was a
green cloth overlaid with -
white lace, the wedding cake,
floral centerpiece, and punch
bowl.
The three-tiered all white
wedding cake was decorated
with white roses, bells, and
doves. The cake held the
traditional bride and groom
statuette, and was topped with
an ornament of wedding bells.
Serving at the reception
were Mni. Naomi Edwards,
Mrs. Jo Mathis, and Mrs.
Obera Stagner.




NEW YORK (AP) — In line
with the* current interest in
searching out personal history,
Bank Street College here is of-
fering a summer course for
people who want to use the
tape recorder in this effort. The
classes will help potential oral
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Let's Stay Well .By J L BiasIngarne D
Tobacco Smoke Is A Concentrate
Form Of Air Contamination
Q. Mr. A. V. writes to
express his irritation that
so much is written, includ-
ing several articles in this
column, on the adverse
health effects of smoking
cigarettes. He says that he
and his safe enjoy smoking
moderately and that they
try to be thoughtful in
avoiding smoking where it
may be a source of irrita-
tion to others.
He asks, "Why is it that
so much emphasis is
placed on cigarettes when
our sir is also filled with
many other contaminants
that are irritating our
lungs?"






Council of Parents Without
Partners will host the July
Regional Meeting at Ken-Bar
Resort Friday, Saturday and
Sunday, July 28, 29 and 30.
Friday, July ZS, registration
will begin at 6:00 pin, a
wiener roast will be held from
6:30-800 p.m. followed by a
dance kora 9:00 p.m. to 1:00
a. in.
Saturday will feature a
business meeting, workshops,
and committee meetings. The
highlight of the evening will be
a Luau style dinner i 7:004:30
'p.m. followed by a dance
9:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.rn.I with
Wayne and the Good Times_
All single parents are in-
%lied to attend, a spokesman
-said.
caught your attention and
reminded you that ciga-
rette smoking can have
adverse effects on your
hetet& .
It is true that other con-
taminants are present —
such as exhaust fumes
from motor vehicles and
smokestacks. Inhalation of
asbestos fibers is also
known to be especially irri-
tating and potentially dan-
gerous. Coal mining may
cause black lung disease
from the chronic inhala-
tion of coal dust.
While the exact cause of
cancer is unknown, it has
been shown statistically to
be related to the use of
tobacco, particularly ciga-
rettes. Their use is wide-
spread and increasing, es-
pecially among younger
persons. A high percentage
of them become "hooked"
and continue to smoke for
many years. This cumula-
tive effect is known to
Increase the chances of
developing cancer, espe-
cially of the lung, and
emphysema. The Chances
of—cancer in other organs
(bladder, digestive tract,
mouth, etc.) are also
increased.
It is true that other air
contaminants cause respi-
ratory irritation and may
contribute to lung disesse.
These need to be recog-
nized, reduced, and
avoided whenever possi-
ble. Motor vehicle exhust
is widespread, especially
in urban areas, even
though some progress has
been made in the reduction
of some irritants in
exhausts.
Keep in mind too that the
concentration of air. con-
tamination in smokers is
often far greater than from
other contaminants which
are inhaled, especially in
smokers who regularly in-
hale even limited amounts
of tabacco smoke. Heavy
smoking (15 or more ciga-
rettes per day) increases
the irritation which be-




about tobacco is that its
use is one form of regu-
larly concentrated air con-
tamination that can be
avoided by personal
choice. Such is important
to subtract from exposure,
especially *hen the other
outside sources usually
persist in spite of personal
efforts.
Tennis Lineup Given
Pairings for the Advanced
Group of Women's Tennis at
the Murray Country Club for
play on Monday, July 31, at
nine a.m. are as follows:
Court One: Jana Hughes,
Kay Ray, Pat Greer, and Lynn
Stout.
Court Two: Charlotte
Gregory, jean Hiirt, Betty
Hassell, and Agnes Payne.
Court Three; Lochie Lan-
dolt, Penny Cappock, Carolyn
Bradshaw, and Kathy Bur-
chfield.
Substitutes who may be
called are Shirley Boone,









Reg. 2399 to 3799   1 199
"'Junior Dresses
Reg. 1799 to 3599  999
10" Misses Dresses
Reg. 1999 to 3999  1 199
Halfsize Dresses
Reg. 1999 to 3999  1 399
79_999-1 199
 999_1 199 _1 399
frd' Famous Name Pants. Reg. to 2199 699
frair Cotton T-Tops. Reg. to 1299 
1."" Famous Name Coordinates
Reg. to 2499 ....
t."" Mix & Match Sportswear
Reg. to 1299 
fr.' All Shorts including satins, bicycle,
& jogging. Reg. to 1299 
Famous Name Jeans Reg. 1999 799
Sleepwear. Reg. 699-899 .
40% to 60% Off!
1°' Better Nylon Sleepwear.
Reg. 999 to 1799
CENTRAL _SHOPPING CENTER-MURRAY, KY.
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To Be Married
Miss Terri Lynn Sills
And Bennett Fortune
The Rev. and Mrs. Terry M. Sills, 2549 LdClede Ave.,
Paducah, announce the engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter, Terri Lynn, to Bennett Fortune,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Manley Fortune, 4042 Court Ave.,
Paducah.
The grandparents of the bride-elect are Mrs. Terry L. Sills of
Paducah and the late Mr. Sills and Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Van-
dyke of Puryear, Tenn.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mrs. Elsie Smith of
Paducah, and the late Bennett Fortune and the late Mr. and
Mrs. William Roberts.
Miss Sills is a 1975 gradp,ate of Paducah Tilghman High
School and attended Paducah Community College. She is em-
ployed by SoUth Central Bell Telephone Co.
Mr. Fortune is a 1975 graduate of Paducah Tilghman High
School and attended Paducah Community College. He is em-
ployed by Sears Roebuck and Co.
The wedding is planned far Saturday, Sept. 9, at seven p.m.
at the West End Baptist Church in Paducah. All friends and
relatives are invited to the wedding and reception.
IMmanuel Lutheran Ladies
met on July 18 at 9:30 a.m. in
the church lounge. During a
short business meeting, the
group approved the revised
Constitution and bylaws.
Plans for the Yard Sale on
Sept. 8th and 9th and Bazaar
on November 3rd and 4th were
discussed, and approval of the
cost of new acolyte robes was
given.
Sarah Finzer presented the
program plans for the
remainder of the fiscal year
and accepted volunteers for
hostesses for each month.
The remainder of the day
was spent making tops for
comforters for World Relief.
The group attending made
plans for the next workshop on
comforters for World Relief,
on August 2nd at 9:30 a.m.,
and again on August 15th at






The Willing Workers Sunday
School Class of Sinking Spring
Baptist Church met in the
home of June McAlister with
twelve menahers pceseat.
Gladys Williamson opened
the meeting with prayer, and
June McAlister had the
devotion.
Elected to serve on the
nominating committee for
_next year were Carolyn
Carroll, Pat Dalton, and Betty
Gentry.
Mildred Harrison told about
her recent trip to Ridgecrest,
N. C. The meeting was closet
with prayer with each
member praying for the
revival.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. McAlister to Leta
Rutland, Carolyn Carroll,
Betty Gentry, Patsy Neale,
Pat Dalton, Gladys
Williamson, Nanty Bogard,
Linda Roach, Mary Turner,
Kathryn Starks, and Mildred
Harrison.
Some Like it ('old
officer, was assisted by June
Carlson, Cheryl Newberry, Vi
Wascher, Sarah Finzer, Becky
Rutledge, I.yda Dunisch, Rose
Theobald, and Mrs. Wascher's
grandaughter, Tina
Smallwood.
All lathes are invited to
participate in the Aug. 2nd,
and Aug. 15th workshops, and
are asked to bring scissors,
straight pins, and any good
new or used materials.
A constant diet of hot meals
can dull family interest in din-
ing. It's best to intersperse hot
entrees with cold ones.  ,,AI;
though hot beef dishes zoom in
popularity, in the colder months, _
an active family can yearn for
,a cold meat platter or for a sal-
ad or sandwich including cold
roast- beef Remember, good
well balanced mls, hot or
cold, are importari any season,
says the Nationa Live Stock
arid Meat Board,'
Senior Adults Of Church
Make Trip To Bardstown
Twenty-four Cmetrthers and
three guests of the Senior
Adults of the First Baptist
Church attended a per-
formance of "The Stephen
Foster Story" in Bardstown on
Wednesday, July 19.
Arrangements for the trip
were made by Carlos Jones,
Mrs. -Ford
Is Speaker
Mrs. Sandra Ford of Murray
was the guest speaker at the
meeting of the Emblem
Business and Professional
Women's Club of Mayfield
held on Thursday, July 13, at
seven p.m.
The theme of her talk was
what women can do to make
their lives rich and full.
"Women should look, see, and
take advantage of all the
opportunities that come their
way. Life should always be
filled with a learning series,"
she said.
Mrs. Ford gave a brief
summary of subjects that are,
offered at Murray State
University for helping women
improve themselves in fields
bin which they are interested.
Also, other subjects are of-
fered that might act as a
springboard into new fields for
extending enrichments anu
interests to their lives, she
said.
chairman of the organization.
Enroute to Bardstown the
group visited the Glendale
Children's Home at Glendale.
They were guests of the home
for lunch and enjoyed a guided
tour of the premises. Mike
Oliver, a social worker, ex-
plained the operation of the
home and conducted a
question and answer session.
Before returning home
those on VW trip visited My
Old Kentucky Home in Bar-
dstown and the Abraham
Lincoln Birthplace National
Historic site in Hodgenville.
Those making the trip were
Mr. and Mrs. C. 0. Bondurant,
Mr. and Mrs. Keith. Morris,
Mr. and Mrs. Theron Riley,
Mr. and Mrs. Allen McCoy,
Mr. and Mrs, Carlos Jones,
Mr. and Mrs. George
Shoemaker, Mr. and Mrs. J.
Homer Miller, Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Clark, Dr. and Mrs. H. ie.
Oakley, Mrs. Thelma Parker,
Mrs. Flora Moore, Mrs. Birdie
Parker, Mrs. Tennessee
Outland, Mrs. Mina Waters,
Mrs. Gussie Adams, Mrs.
Adelle Wilson, Mrs. Rebecca
Weter, and Mary Nanney.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Dwayne Cavitt of
Hardin Route One has been a
patient at the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
Yes We're Having A
Pre-
Mark-Down
It's too hot to shop.on the sidewalk so come buy in cool corn-




Joe Kursave was honored
-With a supper and a water-
melon feast on Monday, July
24, at six p.m. at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Ryan Graham.
Kursave will be leaving for
service in the United States
Navy on Aug. 9. His Sunday
School class and teachers,
David McGinnis and Mr.
Graham, of Northside Baptist
Church, honored him with the
party.
His parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Randy Kursave, and pastor,
the Rev. Larry. Salmon and
wife, were also present. He
was presented a cake with the
trimmings being of the U. S.





Mr. and Mrs. Terry Allen,
Riviera Courts, Murray, are
the parents of a baby girl,
Heather Lynne, weighing nine
pounds twelve ounces,
measuring 20'.2 inches, bqrn
on Friday, July 14, at 8:18
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Cyrel Wilson of Hazel, E.
L. Allen of Paducah, and Mrs.
Juanita Allen of Paducah.
Great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Walter 11,4illa—
Hazel.
The baby has two half
sisters, Melinda and Aleshia
Cunningham. The father is
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*Salt & Pepper Shakers - 1/2 price
*French Tinware - 1/2 price





LP Model $40 .'nested Retail Price -55




Now, for the first time ever,tyou can (1)1,1k One, two. threedifferent foods — even a complete meal -- all at once
• Exclusive Meal-In-One cooking system
• Large easy-clean 1.5 Cu ft intertor - 2Y1, hwetmost microwave ovens ,
• gar.—ftWilt* variable power own control
• Vart-Temp automatic temperature control with foodsensor
• Meniorymatie Microwave Rogram Cooking
• Family -size BrowrierT; rill .
CH LITTON
Litr r', enri chartging the way AinericaCookt7
Summer Clearance Savings Of















































































































































































Its wormy Hackett Kentucky Closeup
Strange
Happenings
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP) — Strange
things are happening in the skies over
Estill County, particularly at dusk.
That's the time when UFOs can be
sighted moving at incredible speeds or
gliding in shrouds of eerie silence. They
frequently change color while hovering
above trees or skimming over high-
ways.
State police trooper Jim Whitaker
has encountered them twice.
Terry Kirby, a 16-year-old schoolboy,
managed to photograph one of the
dozens of weird shapes that he has ob-
served.
An elderly minister and his wife, who
had a frightening experience while
driving to Sunday night services, have
decided that if it occurs again, they
won't talk about it.
Whitaker isn't reluctant to discuss
the incident that took place last
February while he was patrolling near
Irvine.
"I was able to get within 300 yards of
this thing, which was about as big as an
auto," the 29-year-old trooper recalled.
"There was no noise like you'd hear
from a plane, and no vapor trail, but it
gave off a red, blue and green glow and
was rectangular in shape."
Whitaker watched for nearly four
hours as the object "ran along at ap
ungodly speed, stopped abruptly and
started up again, and did 90-degree
turns. No remote control system could
make the craft perform like that.
Somebody or something had to ir
aboard."
Whitaker, who spent four yeariraa a
Navy helicopter crewman, is convinced
that what he saw wasn't an aircraft. "It
had to be a UFO."
Two weeks ago, while traveling in the
same area, he got a glimpse of another
one. "I'm getting over my surprise," he
said. "They're becoming quite common
up here."
Kirby, a junior at Estill County High
School, agreed with Whitaker.
. The teen-ager believes there is life on
other planets and "they could be
coming down to take a look at us."
Kirby has proof of what he observed.
The photograph was taken in February
1977 when a glowing, oval shape ap-
peared near his home.
"I grabbed my camera and was able
to get a picture before the thing zoomed
away. It was as large as a house."
Such sightings are becoming com-
monplace tcahe youngster. He has
witnessed for two years. Last
week, while Kirby and his parents were
outside, "a white light appeared,
changed to orange, and then disap-
peared over the horizon."
"I wish one of them would land," he
said.
That wish isn't shared by the Rev.
Elmer Hardy and his wife Lucille. They
had driven approximately eight miles
from their home at Irvine and were
rounding a curve in the road when
"something came at us." -
"It was large and long and I've never
seen anything with so many lights,"
said the 74-year-old minister. Two
thoughts crossed his mind.
"I wasn't sure whether it was the end
crash. I stepped on the gas, expecting
any minute to hear the sound of an ex-
plosion."
"We were pretty frightened. The
thing almost dropped on top of our
car," said Hardy, pastor of the
Masedonia United Methodist Church.
The Hardys, and a young girl who
was with them, waited three years
before saying anything about the in-
cident: "People look at you kinda funny
when you tell them you've spotted a
UFO," Hardy explained.
"I've never seen anything like that on
earth," he added. "If I ever do again,
you can be sure I'll keep quiet."
Dr. Jay Mahr, a physics professor at
Eastern Kentucky University, has
Investigated a number, of sightings,
including his own.
"At one time, they were passing over
my house on schedule," said Mahr, who
has reached no conclusion as to their,
origin.
Some experts, in trying to explain the
_phenomena, agree that we might be
witnessing space travel in. reverse.
We've landed men on time moon and
are probing other planets. Maybe
somebody out there is doing the same to
us.
-
Letter To The Editor
Commends Job
of the world or an airplane about to
Consumer Comment
Dear Editor:
I am writing this letter commending
a man who is very dedicated to his job.
This man isoidbert Parker.
He is in charge of the senior citizens'
garden located on the Hamp Brooks
farm on College Farm Road. He has
never told me how many hours he is
paid for but I can get out there at
daylight or go at dusk and he is always
there and always working.
I have been going out there about five
weeks now and have seen a radical
change in the place. Neat and well
supervised. He has purchased old and
discarded rotary tillers, plows, hoes, a
trailer, scales and numerous other
things that are needed and has repaired
them himself.
If you haven't seen the garden, go
out. It is beautiful. All but mine, it's the
latest, pray for rain but not for me, but
for the farmer.
Again I say this man is due a lot of
credit. We are all so fortunate to have
these gardens located on Mr. Brooks'
farm. He has also done an excellent job.
Respectfully
Raphael Jones
Apt., 13, Zimmerman Aprts.
Bible Thought
As I live, saith the Lord God, I
have no pleasure in the death of the
wicked: But that the wicked turn from
His way and live: Ezekiel 33:11
God is not willing that any should
perish but that all should have etern-
al life by accepting Christ as Saviour




If you are planning on taking a cross-
country camping trip this summer, you
may want to learn about the "Golden
Eagle" passport. For $10 (or it's feig„if
you are over 62) you can obtain a
"Golden Eagle" passport or "Golden
Age" passport for admittance into
national parks and recreation areas
throughout the United States.
The passport will allow unlimited
entry into these recreation areas and
will admit you and a carload of
passengers.
You pay $10 for your "Golden Eagle"
passport (which is not refundable) by
mail or in, person to the National Park
Service headquarters, U. S. Depart-
ment of the Interior, Washington, DC
20240 or from Forest Service
headquarters, U. S. Department of
Agriculture, Washington DC 20250 or at
a regional office of either organization.
If you are 62 or older, "Golden Age._
passport is a free lifetime permit to the
national park monuments and
recreation,areas. The "Golden Age"
passport will also entitle you to a 50
percent discount on fees charged for
camping, boat launching, parking, etc
To qualify for the -Golden Age"
passport, you will need to show proof of
age (birth certificate, drivers license)
to the same agencies that you obtain the
''Golden Age" passports from.
Check your local phone book under
"U.S. Government" for the National
Park System or Forest Service Office
nearest you.
If you have a consumer complaint,
please write to the Office of the
Attorney Geretral, Consumer
Protection Division, 209 St. Clair,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601 or call our toll-free
hotline number 1-800 372-2960.
-
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He Got What He Prayed For:
A Vibrant, Growing Church
A corl3i e Sundays ago, my family and
I attended worship services at the
emerging and rapidly-growing Gold
Coast Baptist Church in West Palm
Beach, Fla.
Many of you will remember its
pastor, Richard Walker, who was
pastor of the First Baptist Church here
, for two years before going back to the
Amazon River area of Central Brazil as
a missionary — the same area in which
he and his wife, Bea, had served for
eight years before coming to Murray.
This second tour of missionary
service, however, was cut short
because of Bea's illness. Brought back
to the states for tests, the doctors
refused to let her return to the Amazon,
and they moved back to the gates for
good.
+++
Through a fellow missionary, they
were provided a condominium on the
beach at Palm Beach in which to rest
for a few weeks before seeking a church
to pastor.
"I just told the Lord'," Richard said,
"that we didn't care where He sent us.
We didn't care how big or how small the
church was, but we did pray that it be a
vibrant, growing church, or one
wanting to grow."
Their prayers were answered right
there in Palth Beach, labeled the Gold
Coast area of Florida because of its
countless million naires who own and
maintain legendary winter or per-
manent homes there. Vibrant and
growing churches are not made up -of
millionnaires, however, and the little
church across town in West Palm
Beach to which the Lord led Richard
and Bea didn't have a one among its
members.
It's the Gold Coast Baptist Church,
and it was established about 14 months
ago on June 5, 1977. A month later, it
asked Richard to .become its first
pastor. Its 223 members at that time
had split off, as so often happens in
congregations of all denominations,
from another - in the area and formed
their own.
They didn't even have a building in
which-to meet — just the desire to work
for the Lord. "That was just what I had
prayed for," Richard said. He loves a
challenge, and that's about all he found
A Stinking
Proposition
By Hugh A. Mulligan
AP Special Correspondent
RIDGEFIELD, Conn. (AP) — Lady
in a nearby Wain (unlisted, terra in-
cognita. name withheld to protect the
guilty, after the custom of the age) says
she has a skunk in her garbage can.
Lady calls the dog warden.
"A skunk? Can't help you, lady, we
only handle dogs."
"But it can't get out, and I don't know
how Tong it's been there. We've been
away for the weekend."
"Sorry, lady. If it was a dog, we'd
come right out. Why don't you call the
police?"
Lady calls the police.
"A skunk! Heh-heh-heh. We catch
lots of them. Is it the two-legged kind"
"What? Of course not, but the poor
thing can't get out and we don't want to
get too near it ..."
"Wish I could help you, lady, but two-
legged skunks are the only kind we deal
with and we got all we can handle right
now. Why don't you ring the firehouse"
They're always getting cats out of trees
and down from telegraph poles."
Lady calls the Volunteer Fire
Company.
"A skunk? Gee, it wouldn't be fair to
call the boys out for something like
that. They been up most of the night
saving the abandoned brick factory
Why don't you just tip the can over?"
"I'm afraid he might ... well, you
know ...
"Do his thing? Let go?"
"Yes."
"They only do that when they're
scared ..."
"I don't know how scaked he is, but I
sure am and I don't wantio get that
"Tell you what you do, ady, call the
game warden. That sounds like his
department."
Lady phones the game warden.
"A skunk? rat afraid time! not
classified as a game animal. Now if it
was a deer or a fox or a mountain lion.
we'd get right on it.'
"You mean you'd come if it were a
racoon in the trash can?" ,
"Racoons don't get stuck like that.
Too smart. They'd tip the can over first.
Had four of them around our place the
other night. Damndest thing you ever
saw. One stood guard, two pryed open
the steel door of the garbage bin and
held it open wide enough for the fourth
to squeeze in. What a mess."
"Yes, and it's going to be quite a
mess here, if someone doesn't do
something soon about that skunk in my
garbage can. You don't have -Howard
Jarvis' phone number, do you?"
"Who?"
"Howard Jarvis.
"You mean that nut case out in
California who campaigns for lower
property taxes."
"It's called propo'sition 13."
know all about it, lady. And you'd
be the first to scream when they start
cutting back services. People have got
used to their government doing
everything for them. You can't turn the
clock back, lady. But look, call us
anytime. That's what we're here for.
nd good luck with that skunk."
Oh yes, • about that skunk. The lady
threw an old blanket cautiously over









at Gold Coast Baptist.
Today, a little more than a year later,
the 223-member congregation has
grown to 390 members — an increase of
177. They rent their building on a
month-to-month. basis, but, so
characteristically typical of Richard, a
scale model of a new church building
costing almost a million dollars is in
Richard's office. _ .
Eight acres of land costing' $150,000
have been purchased nearby upon
which to build it. "We don't have any
money, just faith," Richard said, '
pointing out how the main part of the
proposed two-story building would be a
multi-purpose area serving as a
gymnasium, fellowship hall and sanc-
tuary.
The building in which they 'meet
today is located just across the fence
from the Palm Beach airport and the
roar of departing planes climbing into
the sky can be heard during the ser-
vices, although no one seems to notice.
The building originally was built for a
gambling casino, later used as an
airplane hangar and had been
remodeled as areRCA recording studio
before the church rented it. "If
someone comes along and wants to
lease it, we're out," Richard said, but
he doesn't anticipate that happening.
Since no baptismal pool is in the
building, new Christians are baptisted,
across town beneath the Blue Heron
Bridge in the waters of the inner coastal
waterway. Such a service was set for 3
p.m. the day we were there.
+++
The Walkers are happy. Bea says she
is feeling better than she has in months.
They have just built a beautiful new
home, and their two sons, Winston and
Boyd, live nearby. Both work in con-
struction. Sharing a small remodeled
house at the rear of the home place with
Boyd is one of his Murray friends,
Brent Austin, who also has a con-
struction job.
Serving with the Walkers at the
church as director of music.is Bobby
Reeder, a Murray State graduate from
Henderson, and his pretty wife, Celia,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs._ Archie
Simmons of Murray.
We aren't the only Murray friends to
visit the Walkers since they settled at
West Palm Beach. It has been frequent
that Richard has looked out across his
congregation and recognized familiar
Murray faces.
.Among those preceding us have been
Mike Outland, Lee Stewart, Guy and
Lurline Billington, Ron and Linda
Wright, Jimmy and Jessie Smith, Dan
and Mary Shipley and, of course,
Archie and Boazie Simmons.
+++
Richard is a born missionary and
builder, and he is as excited and en-
thusiastic in his work at Palm Beach as
he would have been way down on the
Amazon. But has he severed his
Brazilian connections. He has put
together a 15-day November trip to
Brazil with several of his members to
help build a church 10 hours by boat up
the Amazon from Manus, where they
used to live, at the little village of
Manacapuru. More than $5,000 in
donated materials are waiting for
them.
"Tell the folks back in Murray that
any Who wish to-come 'along are
welcome to go with us," he laughed.
"The round trip fare from Miami is $900
and it includes everything. We would
love to have them."
Which simply proves that Richard
always is going to be building
something somewhere, be it in Palm
Beach or in the jungles of Brazil, and it




The newly organized University Arts
String Quartet will present its premiere
performance on July 29 at the Recital
Hall of the Fine Arts Building, Murray
State University. Members are Roman
Prydatkevytch, Leo Blair, Donna
Story, and Neale Mason.
Two hundred and twenty disabled
workers in Calloway County now get
social security benefits.
Rob Ray and George H. Ligon of the
Murray Lions Club attended the cor-
nerstone laying for the two million
dollar Kentucky Lions Eye Research
Institute in Louisville.
Allen Rose and James A. Parker
have won expense paid trips to
Hollywood, Fla., in a national contest
by the Woodmen of the World over a ten
months period.
Leta Norsworthy and Linda Thomp-
son attended the National Hair
Dressers convention held in Miami
Beach, Fla., July 21 to 25.
-20 Years Ago
Postmaster Harry Sledd said that on
August 1, postal cards will go from two
cents each to three cents, and first class
letters will go from three cents to four
cents.
New members of the Murray City
Schools faculties include Paul Lyons,
Sam Crass, Lillian Olila, Helen Ben-
nett, Janette McDougal, Elizabeth
Dalton, Frank Terrell, and Connie
Cavite
James A. Moak, genera secretary of
Christian Churches of Kentucky,
Lexington, will be the guest speaker at
the First Christian Church on July 27.
Pictured are Ronnie Foster and Don
Doran of Calloway County and Kim
Wilson and Johnny Herndon of Graves
County as tkey take a boating class at
the Dawson Springs 4-H Club Camp.
Mrs. George Hart and Mrs. Bill Nall
attended a state PTA workshop, and
Mrs. James Rudy Allbritten attended
the Kentucky Banking School held at
Lexington.
_30 Years Ago _
30 years ago today, Thursday, July 27
New officers of the Retail Merchants
Association, are Ed Frank Kirk,
president, Frank Belote, vice-
president, and Boody Russell,
secretary-treasurer.
Murray's most recent residential
expansion area will begin to take shape
tomorrow at a sub-division at College
Place, located one block north of High-
way 94 on 17th Street.
Kentucky Governor Earle C.
Clements said today that Murray will
be placed on a red line, intimating that
one of the highways going through the
city will soon be designated as a federal
highway.
Deaths reported include Leland
Steely, age 42, and the infant son of Mr.
and Mrs. Eddie B. Evans.
Miss Betty Holsapple, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Graves Holsapple, was
married to Doris Jones, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Luther Jones, on July 24.
Today-In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, July 27, the 208th
day of 1978. There are 157 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:.
On this date in 1953, an armistice was.
signed at Panmunjom, ending the
Korean War after more than three
years of fighting.
On this date:
In 1789, Congress established the
Department of Foreign Affairs, the
forerunner of the State Department.
In 1922, the United States formally
recognized the countries of Albania,
Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia.
In 1941, during World War II,
Japanese forces landed in French
Indochina.
In 1954, Britain and Egypt agreed on
terms ending British control of the Suez
Canal.
In 1955, Austria regained sovereignty
after 17 years of occupation by foreign
troops.
In 1960, the Republican National
Convention in Chicago nominated
Richard Nixon for president.
Ten years ago! A night curfew in
Cleveland was lifted and some National
Guardsmen were removed as racial
violence simmered down.
, Five years ago: The U.S. Senate
passed a bill authorizing the use of up to
$210 million in federal funds to keep
bankrupt railroads running.
One year ago: Israeli Prime Minister,
Menachem Begin rejected the
American contention that Israeli set-
tlement in occupied Arab areas
violated international law.
Today's birthdays': Former major
league baseball manager Leo Durocher
is 72 years old. Former World Bank
Presient :George Woods is 77.
Thought for today: A farm is a hunk
of land on -which, if you get up early
enough mornings and work late enough
nights, you'll make a fortune if you
strike eil on it — radio character
"Fibber" McGee.
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Test-Tube-Baby Doctors Caution Women About Future Treatmentsof childlessness for married National Health.ervice, said
couples. it could not accept the
Along with the ethical agreement and was prepared
issues, a commercial storm to make the film available
was brewing over the birth. commercially "subject to the
The Browns have sold the views of the parents." But
exclusive rights to their story Mrs. Brown's lawyer, Paul
to the London Daily Mail for Vincent, said it was unlikely
about $60C,000 and got a she would agree.
British government film erew Reporters asked Edwards
that filmed the birth to sign an and Steptoe if they thought the
agreement not to release its world's first test tube baby
movie for 28 days. could expect a normal life.
The government, which paid "That depends upon you and
for Mrs. Brown's treatment your colleagues," Edwards
and the birth through the replied.
LONDON AP — Britain's
two pioneer test-tube-baby
doctors are cautioning in-
fertile women not to raise
their hopes too high yet and
advising foretgriers seeking
their treatment that they and
Britain can't take care of
them. .
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-Si1-6 Sun. • KING of VALUE
ounce Louise Brown, the first
authenticated case of a baby
born after conception outside
the womb, was "the end of the
beginning; not the beginning
of the end," Dr. Robert
Edwards told a news con-
ference. We wish to be very
modest about what we have
done. We have a lot to learn."
"It is obvious this is not
immediately available to
everybody," said Dr. Patrick
Steptoe, his colleague in the 12
years of research and
experimentation that
culminated in the birth of the
baby Tuesday to 30-year-old
Lesley Brown.
Steptoe said the facilities he
-and Edwards have been using
are inadequate and are no
longer available, that they are
now looking for new quarters
and financing to continue their
research, and that Britain has
no facilities for would-be
mothers from abroad. But he
added a note of hope for the
childless:
"There are a number of
teams already starting this
work. We think that within a
fairly reasonable time, given
the proper facilities, this could
become applicable all over the
world."
The London Daily Express
reported that doctors at
London's St. Thomas's
Hospital also are experiment
with testtube fertilization and
that a woman underwent an
egg-extraction operation there
Wednesday.
Mrs: Brown came to Steptoe
and Edwards two years ago




her fallopian tubes that
prevented conception could
not be corrected. The two
doctors took an egg from one
of her ovaries, fertilized it
with her husband's sperm in a
laboratory dish and implanted
the dividing cell into her
uterus, where it developed
normally. Mother and
daughter are reported in fine
condition.
An estimated 40 percent of
infertile women have the
same problem as Mrs. Brown.
But research on test-tube
conception in the United
States has been curtailed
since 1975, when the Depar-
tment of Health, Education
and Welfare barred federal
funding for it unless the
Federal 
oved 
Ethics Advisory Paducah Employees Mayprojects were appr by the
Board.
The board, which has been
marking time on the issue,
announced after the British
success that it would begin
. gathering information next
month on such controversial
related matters as the discard
of fertilized eggs, donor eggs
and using surrogate mothers
to carry fetuses.
"I think we're going to be
very cautious about this," said
the board's vice chairman,
David Hamburg.
U.S. doctors are also likely
to be extremely hesitant about
laboratory conception
because of the. 81.5 million
LOUISVILLE Ky. (AP) —
The number of cattle and
calves on Kentucky farms is
estimated to be lowest since
inventories began in 1973,
according to the Kentucky -
Crop and Livestock Reporting
Service.
The July, 1 estimate totaled
2,950,000 head, down 16 per-
cent from last year and part of
a Steady decline that began in
1975. the service said in a news
release Wednesday.
A harsh winter and a
smaller calf crop were cited
as contributing factors to the
low inventory, the report said.
The service said that in some
areas Of Kentucky, farmers
have plowed pastures and
intensified grain farming
rather than continue cattle
operations.
The current inventory is
down 5 percent from the-
3,120,000 head estimated on
farms in January this year. •
The agricultural statistics
service estimated the Ken-
tucky calf crop for 1978 will
total 1,250,000 head, down 11
percent from 1977 and ex-
pected to be the smallest calf
crop since 1967. That com-
pares with a national
estimated calf crop this year
of 44.1 million, down A percent.
from 46.1 million in 1977 and 7





Kentucky's two , Democratic
senators voted in favor of a
Senate proposal to allow lif-
ting of economic sanctions
against Rhodesia if progress
is made toward a freely
elected government there.
Sens. Walter "Dee" Hud-
dleston and Wendell Ford
voted with the 59-36 majority





FRANKFORT, Ky, (AP) —
Gov. Julian Carroll planned to
meet with Pike County
delegations later today after
he returns from Washington.
The governor participated
• in a health panel discussion in
the nation's capital, speaking
of state goVernments' role in
disease prevention and good
health habits.
He was scheduled to fly to
Pikeville where he planned to
hold talks on road problems at
Pikeville and Elkhorn City
before returning to Frankfort
tonight.
7
damage suit a woman has
"brought iigainst New York's
Columbia Presbyterian
Medical Center because one of
its doctors destroyed a culture
she claims was to have been
implanted in her womb.
However, a spokesman for
the American Medical
Association, Frank Chapell,
said lawyers for the
organization "don't see any
significant ethical problems.
This is an extension of ar-
tificial insemination and
sperm banks, which we've had
for years."
Religious reaction was
divided but muted so far.
The Vatican's spokesman,
the Rev. Pierfranco Pastore,
said the Roman Catholic
Church considers artificial
insemination illicit because
"fecundation must be carried
out according to nature and
through reciprocal and
responsible love between a
man and a woman."
Experts on Jewish and
Moslem law said they con-
sidered fertilization outside
the womb legitimate as long
as the father and mother are
married.
Giles Ecclestone, secretary
of the Board for Social
Responsibility of the Church
of England, said he
"welcomed the development"
because the birth of Louise
Brown represented an ad-
vance in meeting the problem
Meet On Pay Raise
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP/ — A feel is not equal to recent
group of city employees, raises giving union and
disgruntled over the amount bargaining unit employees.
of their pay increase, may - The commission approved
meet later this week to discuss increases for non-bargaining
possible action. employees of 1, 3 and 5 per-
The workers, who are not cent. The increase for each
members of a bargaining unit employee was based on the
or union, are split over their difference between the per-
intended action. Some say centage increase received in
they want to discuss forming a January, and 11 percent.
union while others say they Firefighters, police officers
are against unionization, and public works employees
The city commission represented by bargaining
Tuesday night approved a pay units have received 11 percent
increase which the workers increases since April.
New
••••







of the Ear, Nose,
Throat and
Plastic Surgery
At 803 Poplar Street
Murray, Ky.
By Appointment Phone 759-4811




Now in 6-packs of money-back bottles.
1
The Pepsi-Cola quart is a real quart. 32 refreshing
ounces. Some soft-drink companies sell their product in
bottles that look like quarts. But they're really only- ,
26:or 28-ouncebottles. The bottles in Pepsi-Cola's new
Economy Quart six-pack are real quarts ... 32 refreshing
ounces. So look carefully before you buy. And when,
they're empty, bring 'em back for a refund the easy way
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STANDOFF — A small child and a pelican stare at each other at the new Minnesota
Zoological Gardens in Apple Valley, Minn.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)—.
Louisville Mayor William
Stansbury was with a woman
assistant in New Orleans —
not on official business in
Atlanta as he said publicly —
when his city's firefighters
went on strike earlier this
month, according to a report
published today.
A copyrighted article in The
Courier-Journal said the 55-
year-old Democratic mayor
lied about &tails of his trip,
which Stansbury earlier had
said he made alone to Atlanta
to discuss affirmative, action
law.
Actually, the mayor was at
a New Orleans hotel with
Mary Ellen Farmer, his ad-
ministrative assistant, and
Mr. and Mrs. John Hawkins of
Louisville, the newspaper
said.
"I just made contradictory
statements," Stansbury said
Wednesday when confronted
by reporters with details of his
trip. Asked if he believes he
can Maintain credibility and
continue to serve effectively
as mayor, Stansbury said, "I
think I can. I hope that I'll be
able to.
Mrs. Farmer, who was
divorced in June, is in her late
30s. Hawkins was Stansbury's
campaign treasurer when he
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sebscribors who have mot
received thole Itomo-d•Overod
copy of The Pillerray ledger
Thais by 5:30 p.m. Monday-
Friday or by 3:30 p.m. on &star-
days aro torrid to call 753,1916
hotwrion 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
64moday-Fr4day, or 3:30 p.m.
sad 4 p.m. Saterdays, to ignore
delivery of the newspaper. cab
mast be pieced by 6 p.m.
weekdays or 4 p.m. Satarslays
to geerouttae
ran for mayor last year. Mrs.
Hawkins and Mrs. Farmer
reportedly are personal
friends. None of the three._
could immediately be reached
for conunent.
The newspaper quoted
reliable sources as saying the
four, were scheduled to stay in
New Orleans through July 16,
but that the trip ended
abruptly for Stansbury and
Mrs. Farmer when the city's
580 firefighters walked off
their jobs July 14.
Stansbury's absence at the
start of the strike delayed a
court order to get the
firefighters back to work,
drew fire from the president of
the Board of Aldermen and
resulted in a draft ordinance
requiring notification of the
council whenever the mayor
leaves town.
After a meeting with
reporters Wednesday,
Stansbury called together his
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
Sewer rates are going up in
Owensboro — a little for
residential users and d lot for
industries.
The new rate schedule is to
be revealed at a joint meeting
today of the city commission
and city sewer commission.
According to a news release
issued Monday, the average
residential user will see an
increase from $3 a month to
about $3.46.
But the factor that will
mean higher rates for in-
dustry is that sewer rates will
no longer be the same as
water rates. Water rates are
set on a declining block scale
— the more gallons that are
used, the less each gallon
costs.
He has a hereditary-condition caned
hemophilia. Even a little cut can bleed
a lot. The help he needs is expensive
and sometimes far (mm home
For more information about these and other services, fill
out the coupon and mail it to:
Hemophilia Program, Department for Human Resources
275 E Main Street, Frankfort,Ky.,40801
loday, through a new program within the Kentucky
Department for Murrain Resources, that hildp is more available
and more affordable. The program-offers the hemophilia pa-
tient a number of services
• Evaluation • Infusion Sets
• Trestrnent • Referral for Services
• Hospital Services • Training fdr Home Infusion
• Mood Products (Factors VIII &IX)
• Information About Current Research
 stare Zip 
7 Iwould like TOM information about hemophilia .
wquid Ilk, more information about services
innelloble to parsons with hemophilia
- - - - - - - - - - -
at hle it Its baso le tint landlat Spelt LT lisa-Tbar
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staff and appeared "solemn,
apologetic" and "sorry he had
misled us," according to a
staff member who asked to
remain anonymous, the
newpaper said.
"The reaction was absolute
stun," the staff member said.
"None of us knew what to say.
. .We just all said, 'We're
behind you.'. . .The bottom
line is, 'What am I to believe
anymore?'
"I think Mayor Stansbury
has learned a lesson," the
staff member was quoted as
saying. He said the lesson was
"dammit, you don't lie to the
press or to the people."
Asked why he had not
divulged the full story,
Stansbury said, -That was on
what I consider to be political-
personal business and it was
not necessary to disclose
that." He said he had hoped to
meet with officials in New
Orleans to discuss affirmative
action programs t but
acknowledged he had made no
public appointments.
Stansbury said he and
Hawkins stayed in one room of
the New Orleans hotel and the
two women stayed in another.
Asked whether his wife knew
he was in New Orleans and not
in Atlanta, Stansbury said, "I
don't know whether-she does
or not."
The mayor said Mrs.
Farmer was not on the trip in
her official capacity as his
office manager, but when
asked whether that meant he
is romantically involved with
the woman, Stansbury
replied,"“-No, sir, it does not,"
Disco Dance Will
Be, Kenlake Park
A disco dance will be held at
the meeting room of the
Kenlake Hotel on Saturday,
July 29, from eight p.m. to
midnight.
Hotel officials said a small
admission charge of fifty
cents will be taken to help pay
for the disc jockey.
All activities at the Kenlake
State Park are open to the
public as well as the guests at
the park.
Prices of stock of local interest at
noon, EDT: today, furrdshed to the
Ledger & limes by First of Mithigan,
Corp , of Murray, are as follows
Industrial Average. . +0 6",
Air Products Ws +1
American Motors  'sic
Ashland Oil 311't +1%
Arnerican Telephone 11% +%
FOrd Motor 44% unc
General Care 17B, 171,5A
General Motors 62 +













Federal State Market News Service July
77,1978
Kenturky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Ruy Mg Stations
Receipts Act. 236 Kn. 7041 Herron! &
Gilts ins 75e toll 00 higher Sows mostir
steed,
US 1:7 200-230 lbs. 647.75-47.50
US 1-3 200-240 lbs 44700-47.25 
US 2-4 240-260 the . .  246 00-4700
US 3-4 260-200 Ms $45 00-46.00
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbei 13700-3800
US 1-3 300-500 lbs - *3600-3700
US 1-3 450-500 !be
US 1-3 500-660 lhs *3900-4000
few $41 on
tr7?,-3300-500112:—  1:1516111110
Roars as 00-3040. 
The capacity for one new
computer mass storage system
is 472 billion characters That,
according to National Geo-
graphic, is enough igiformation










MEAT 'MAKES THE MEAL














Teresa), Route 3, Cadiz, Baby
Boy Jackson (mother Debra).
Route 2, Buchanan, Tenn.,
Baby Girl Elliott ;mother
Lisa. Route 5, Mayfield,
Baby Girl Green ;mother
Lois), 1720 Holiday Dr.,




William D. West, Lynn
Grove, Mrs. Emily Rowlett,
General Del., Hamlin,
Christopher Russell, Route 6,
Murray, 'Parry Finn, 207 S.
-Grant. Edinburg, Ind., Billy
Housden, 314 Woodlawn,
Murray, Mrs. Nancy Lovett,
Route 7, Murray, Mrs. Diane
Un'clerwOod, 1531 Oxford,
Murray, Mrs. Ella Boehm.
Route 2, Springville. Tenn.,
Mrs. Wanda Thompson, Route
1, A1mo,1VIlliam Halford, 708
Elm, Murray, Mrs. Franc
M. Keel, Route 4, MUrray,
Miss Lee Ann Lovell, Route 7,
Murray., Charles Wallace,
Route 1, Hazel, Audrey
Newsome, Route 5,. Mayfield.
Mrs. Diana Howard, Murray
Marior; Murray, Joe Tucker,
Route 6. Murray, Mrs. Ada
Mae Garland, 1605 Catalina,
Murray, Mrs. Berdena
Dueweke, 902 Story, Murray.
Mrs. Debbie Madden., Routeb,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Virginia
Kelly, 1005 Vine, Murray, Mrs.
Mae Goodwin, Route 1,
Dexter, Mrs. Cora Jackson,






Baby Boy .Duncan (Cathy);
Rt. 3, Murray.
'DISMISSALS •
Mrs. Sharon D. Owens. 517
Shady Lane, Murray, Mrs.
Virginia I. Milliken, 207 Pine,
Murray, Miss Tarra A. Lamb,
Rt. 1. Farmington, Mrs. J.
Jean Kirk, Rt. 6, Murray, Miss
Julie Ann Keller. Rt. 7, Box
287. - Murray, Michael C.
Johnson. Rt. 2, Box 351,
Murray, Miss June Garland,
308 Woodlawn, Murray, jack
Garland, 507 Chestnut,
Murray, Mrs. Luvine Colson,-
Rt. 6, Murray, Jason T.
Burnette, Rt. 3 Box 42B, Paris,
Tenn., Robin D. Bryan, 8-1
Coach Est., Murray, Angela J.
Boyle, Rt. 7, Murray. J. T.
Adams, Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs.
Mary R. Neubauer. 1711
Johnson Blvd., Murray, Mrs.
Janet M. HimebaUgh, Box 133,
-Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Debbie
J. Paschall, Rt. 3 Box 330.
Paris, Tenn., Sonny Wisehart,
2912 99th.. Ave.. Tampa, Fla.,
Finney Stewart, Rt. 2,
Pury ear, Tenn., Mrs. Lucille
G. Ray. Rt. 1, Mayfield,
Forrest Patterson, Fern
Terrace Ldg., Murray, Mrs.
Gracie A. Orr, Rt. 7, Box 50,
Murray, Mrs. Eunice
Lawrence, Rt. 1, Sedalia,
Dewey R. Lanpkins Sr., Rt. 1,
Murray, Mrs. Ola B. J.
Graham, 1917 Sharpe,
Murray, Mrs. Oina Fulton, 301
Maple, Murray, Barney
Crews. Crestview Nur. Hm.,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Emma








NOTE FROM MANAGER: As you know Higdon Furniture with your help and support has been growing steadily. We have taken on many new lines to
serve you our community even better. With these new lines coming in, we must clear many of our old lines and gain space for the new lines arriving






Paml, 1224 Cherokee Rd..
Louisville, 13aby Boy Hook
(Ruth Ann), 817 N 19th,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Norma J. Harris, Rt. 3.
Box 321, Murray, Mrs. Jennie
M. Carroll, Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs
Henrietta Curry, 102 Spurce.
Murray, Larry G. Bogard, Rt.
7, Box •299A, Murray, Miss
Nicole D. Edwards, 233
Riviera Cts., Murray, Mrs.
Martha K. Beach, Box 743,
• Cadiz, Shannon W. Williams,
Rt. 6, Box 209, Murray,
Pamela Jo Elkins, 1323Lt So.
4th., Murray, Mrs. S. Jane
Lane, Rt. 3, Box 212K,
Murray, Lula C. Killmer, Rt.
3, Box 92, Cadiz, Clarence A.
Townsend. Rt. 1, - Kirksey,
Finis H. Lowry, Rt. 1, Canden,
Tenn., Henry L. Clark, Rt. 2,
Murray. Mrs. Bertha
Younger, 514 No. Brewer,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Lela F.
Taylor, Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs.
"NellIe M. Nance, Oen. MI.,
Haze. John B. McCullough,
Rt. 1. Puryear, Tenri., Mrs.
Gertrude M. Carroll, Rt. 3,
Murray, Mrs. Viola B
Schrader, Rt. 1 Box 131,
Sedalia, Mrs. Ethel E. Farris,
Waldrop's Tr. Cl., Murray,
Leonard W. Walker, Rt. 6, Box
205. Murray.
2 DAYS ONLY
FRIDAY, JULY 28TH 8 TIL 8 -SATURDAY, JULY 29TH 8 TIL- WHERE: HIGDON FURNITURE'S SHOWROOM - OVER 15,000 SQ. FT.




















21 HOURS SAVE 20% TO 10% OFF


































































TWIN SIZE SET  $iiro
FULL SIZE SET 908"
QUEEN SIZE SET 958"
KING SIZE SET  $218"
SOLD IN SETS ONLY. INCLUDES BOX SPRINGS
AND MATTRESS - NO LAYAWAYS
2 DAYS ONLY
CASH & CARRY -
THESE ARE JUST A FEW
EXAMPLES OF THE TREMENDOUS SAYINGS
IGDON
mrniture




OPEN MONDAY THRU THURSDAY
AND SATURDAY, 8 AM - 5 PM
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EVEN GRANDMA GOES TO SCHOOL — Grandma Binion, played by Oneida Boyd,arrives to begin schooling under Jesse Stuart. From left to right, Boyd; Bryan Bartz asBilly; Laurie Jones as Jenny; Eloise Meyer as Naomi; and Frank Gilliam as Stuart.
RECITATION TIME — The students recite for Mr. Stuart. Beginning at the lower left
row. Lisa Russell, standing, as Edit ...Lewis Bossing, as Budge; Karen Hainsworth, as
Robin; second row: Jim Reeves, (pIWaliy hidden) as Guy; Michele Jarrett, as Minnie;Patrice Fleming, as Leonora; third row: Bryan Bartz, as Billy; Rich Simon,. as Don; LauraJarrett, as Xenia; Laurie jcines as jenny; fourth row: Greg Schmaltz (partially hidden) as
Ova; Susan Taylor as Sally: and Mike Pitts, as Snookie.
Satiffildielt CtIllallPtted in the use of these coatings
or, your purchu_se.price will be refunded- - -
50% OFF . . .
SUNDANCE AND
FAIRVIEW.











single roll - reg. $2.75 -$12.95




AGAINST ODDS — Jesse Stuart, played by Frank Gilliam, is determined, against allodds, to reopen the one-room Lonesome Valley Rural School.
The Murray-Calloway
County Community Theatre
production of Jesse Stuart's
"The Thread That Runs So
True" opens Thursday for its
final week. Curtain time is 8
in the city-county park.
The play will run Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday July 27,
AI, 29. Admission is $2.50 for
adults and $1.50 for children
under 12 and senior citizens.
Save 3 apt
Classic near finest
flat latex wall paint
• One Coot Coverage
• Withstands Scrubbing
• Easy To Apply
SALE
Free *corolla service. Use Nester Chow, NonhAmericord, Ilse, hi our extended credit terms. Sew on other
specals is our stores. MN stores ischitlino one itioar Ow Prices shown available only at stores listed below:
Murray
Southside Manor Shop. Ctrs
753-3321
WATCHES REHEARSAL — Richard Valentine, director,watching a rehearsal, is ready to write one of his manynotes to cast and crew.
PLUS OUR REGULAR BIG VALUES ON AUTO STEREO ACCESSORIES
"Mini" 8-track player fits under dash, seat, in
glovebox.- Pushbutton program change, slid-
ing volume, tone and balance controls.. 50%
off leaves you enough to buy a lot more .at
The Shack®. 12-1802
50% PRICE CUT ON
8-TRACK BLANK TAPES
by Realistic
Oxide coating means extended fre-
quency response—less "hiss,- more
music. Made in Radio Shack's own
Texas factory. .
GREAT BUYS ON CAR STEREO ACCESSORIES FROM THE SHACK
• molded 3" Surface
Mount Attaches Easily
The economical way to hi-
fi sound for your car
12 1851
AUTO TAPE PLAYER MOUNTS
O106 895
EXTRA MALE
use in 2nd car
• 51/4" Duel-Cone Speakeirs.
4' oz Magnets
Durable Install easily
Add to your listening
Slide-on', slide-off feature 270 018




Sat. 10-6 Closed Sunday







PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES
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Post 73 Tackles Paducah
For Legion District Title
Murray takes on
Paducah in the first of a
three-game series for the
American Legion district
championship at Ty
Holland Stadium tonight at
7. The second game will be
played Friday at the same
time, while the third game,




Mel Purcell and partner
Charlie Ellis dropped a 6-4,
6-3 decision to Mike
Machette and Sashi Menon
in opening-round doubles
action of the Louisville
Tennis Classic Wednesday.
North Only Team Leff
In Ky. League Tourney
Semifinal action of the
Kentucky League All-Star
tournament gets underway
at 6:30 p.m. at the Murray
Kentucky League field.
North, the only Murray
squad left in the tourney,
plays Mayfield No. 2 at 6.30
p.m., followed by Mayfield
No. 1 against Mayfield No.
4 at 8:30.
Attempts Cobb Mark Of 40 Friday
Rose Makes It No. 39, But Mets Bomb Reds 12-3
NEW YORK (AP) — Pete
Rose says it'S too early to start
talking about Joe DiMaggio
but he doesn't mind one bit if
you mention Ty Cobb.
Rose extended his modern
National League consecutive
game hitting streak to 39
Wednesday with a fifth-inning
double in the Cincinnati Reds'
12-3 loss to the New York
Mets. DiMaggio holds the
major league record of 56
games, set in 1941, but
looming just ahead is Ty Cobb,
who hit in 40 straight contests
in 1911.
"Maybe when I get up.
around 45 or so you might
start talking about
DiMaggia," said the 37-year-
old third 'baseman. "But Cobb
is next. People eways have
told me I play a lot like he did,
although he was a base-
stealer. 'For me to steal would
be a disadvantage with all the
good hitters behind me." .
..Rose has left a lot of good
pitchers in his wake during the
hitting streak, in which he's
upped his average to .311. The
latest was Nino Espinosa, who
surrendered the double
Wednesday.
-He got a pitch inside," said
Rose. "I knew right away it
was a double or a triple.
-On the first-inning ground
out, Lenny Randle ws where
I had gotten three "hits the
other nights, in the shortstop
hole. I signed a ball before the
game for him and his wife,
then he robbed me of a hit in
the first.
"Nobody on defense can
dictate where I'll hit, though.
If they put three guys in the
shortstop hole, I still should be
able to get a hit."
Elsewhere in the National
League, the Niekro brothers
were winners, Joe pitehing the
Houston Astros over the
Montreal Expos 5-0 and Phil
topping the Philadelphia
Phillits in the Atlanta Braves'
4-2 victory; the Los Angeles
Dodgers- eased past the
Chicago Cubs 8-2 and the San
Diego Padres were 6-5 win-
ners over the Pittsburgh
Pirates.
Astros 5, Expose
The younger half 'of the
knuckleballing Niekro act,
Houston's Joe, tossed a four-
hitter and drove in a pair of
runs with a double and a
single, while Bob Watson and
Enos Cabell homered for the
Astros.
Braves 4, Phillies 2
Big brother Phil went out
and got the Phillies for the
20th time in liftfime
decisions against the NL East
leaders.
Niekro, 12-10, pitched an
eight-hitter in beating the
Phillies for the fourth time
this season. He also helped
build a run with a fourth-
inning single.
Dodgers 8, Cubs 0
Steve Garvey slammed a
bases-loaded homer, Davey
Lopes had a three-run, inside-
the-park home run and Burt
Hooton hurled an eight-hitter
as the Dodgers moved into
second place in the NL West,
196 Will Play In 19th-Annual Murray Invitational
Led by defending champion
Russ Cochran of Paducah, a
near-full-field of 196 golfers is
scheduled to tee it up Saturday
for the 19th Murray in,




139 last year after a scorching
second-day four-under-par 68
brought him home in front of a
• 208-player field * win the
prestigious West Kentucky
• medal play event for the first
time.
A left-handed , junior
member of the University of
Kentucky golf team, the 19-
year-old Cochran will have an
impressive pack of strong
young golfers pursuing him
for this year's laurels in the
tournament's _championship
flight, one of six in which the
golfers will be bracketed by
handicaps.
Jimmy Brown of Paducah,
the recently-graduated
member of the Southern
Illinois University golf team
who two weeks ago won the
amateur division of the Irvin
Cobb Championships at.
Paducah's Paxton Park for
the second consecutive year,
will be six foursomes back.
Mike Shelbourne. also of
Paducah and the 1976 winner,
•-• will be in the foursome irn-
,-; mediately behind Cochran.
*:7 whl is scheduled to start from
the first tee at 12:40 p.m.
Saturday.
Playing with the defending
champion will be Chip Sloan,
Tom Austin and Mike Cronin,
all also from Paducah. Cronin
See what
CAT Equipment can do
In actual operation
Come by to see and try
a variety of CAT Machines
at our Paducah Branch
1600 N tate St
* Jeri 2$
* 9 ma 9 Pe each
* emi1& nerfnaments se by
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Russ Cochran
1977 Murray Invitational Champion
IS a past member of the
Murray State University golf
team.
Last year's runnerup, Kevin
Kuddes, a former member of
the Western Kentucky
University golf team from
Alton, Ill., will be playing Dow
Ryan, Bill Berg and Bob
Taylor and will be starting
from the first tee at I p.m.
More than $2,800 in mer-
chandise prizes await the top
winners in each of the six
flights expected to be posted,
according to Dr. Joe Rexroat.
Murray dentist and tour-
nament chairman.
Because of the effect of the
severe drought conditions of
recent weeks and because of
the rock-like hardness of the
fairways, players will be
permitted to improve the lie of
their ball.
In addition to the 36 holes of
play in the tournament, the
golfers' entry fees includ,
lunch both days, Saturday and
Sunday, and admittance to the
annual Golf Ball dance, which
begins at 8 p.m. at the
clubhouse Saturday evening
The golfer. and their starting nine,
are
noi vu
•. 7 503 in tun lamb. Greg Howard











$20 a.m. - Richard Knight, Tim
Miller, Clyde Adkins and Buddy
Buckingham.
L3ti - waiter Jones, Jim Moore,
Hill Wilson snit Redffowe.
8:40 a.m. - Bob Swisher. M C
' Garrott, Chad Stewart and Joe Reicroat.
8:50 - Tony Thorpe, Joe Nedrow, Tim
Cook and Don Williams.
9:00 a.m. - Dr. Jim Ellis. Tom Pan-
dnfh. Brad Boyd and Dave Clements.
10 a.m. - John Walker, Buck
Hurley. Gene Gordon and Herb Hurley
9720 a.m. - Al Lindsey, Jerry Jones,
Don Robinson and James Lassiter.
9103 a.m. - Donnie Mitchel1J3ennie
Mashburn. Sam Rogers and George
Kukahtko.
9-40 am. - Ted Billington. Bob Hulse.
Bill Furgerson and Jimmy Boone.
12:10 p.m. --Al Giordano, Randy
Dotroh, Don • Hampton and Craig
Clayton.
12.20 p.m - Scott Nall, Jr., Lanny
Lancaster, Randle Cope and HUI Bryan.
1230 p.m -- Buddy Hewitt, Bill
Crawford. Buzz Poetised Ike Arnold •
12-40 p m_ Chip
Cochran, Bobby CresisataditIM.Austin
1250 pm - Alas Rpm, Mike
Shelbourne. Mike Holton and Hal Hale.
1 00 p.m. - Bill Berg, Kevin Kuddies.
Dow Ryan and Bob Taylor.
110 p.m. - Rod Terette. Jerry Stone.
Tim Jackson and Lynn Sullivan
1,20 p.m. -, Truman Whitfield, Ron
Cothran, Nicky Ryan and Don Cothran, .
130 p.m. -- Luke Quertermoes.
Charles Phelps, Ray Heaton and 
Boisture.
140 p.m. - Frank Miller, Steve
Duperrieu, Jimmy Brown and Joey
Morris.
1'50 p. - Jeff Wolfe, Bobby Brown,
Richard Outman and Steve Story
220 pus. - Ronnie Ladd, Red
Salyers. Jack Pedley and Robert
Franklin.
2 10 p.m. '-Ronnie Scott. Donnie
Scott. Ricky Lewis and David Cook
1110 le lit
^ z00 a.m. - Tony Wilson. Joe
Thomason and Steve Delon.'
8:10 a.m -.Bob McGaughey III, Bob
McGaughey IV, Phil Bryan and E W.
Dennison
8:20 a.m. - David Bryan. Tim Jones,
ICesuiy Hunt and Kent McClain
8,30 a.m. -- Bob Finstad. Gene Resler,
Jim Young and Sharps Cretin
8:40 a.m -- Wesley Noss, Phil Hunt,
Larry Robinson and Joe McCoart
8:50 am --- Jim Sears. PeytonEzra Rogers, John Blewett, Rill Harp and David BarclayCanter and Howard
- Jon Berry and Jerry
9:00 a.m John Golliher, Charlesisoy,d, Greg Hite and Charles Reynolds
910 a.m. - John Querterrnous,
ny McCage, Billy Thurman and Bobby
Eike.
9:20 a.m. - David Buckingham,
Darryl Durham. Greg Overstreet and
Fred Sanders.
9 30 a.m. - Leon L.aucir, John
Williams, David Stiles and Bob Mobley.
940 a.m. - Bob Billington, Bill Jef-
frey, Scott Seiber and Gene Mc-
Cutcheon
12 10 p.m -- Don VanCleve, Dick
Stacey. Gary Robertson and Charles
:McArthur.
12 20 p.m. - Jimmy Franklin, John
Beshears, Johnny Cartwright and Gary
Baker
12 30 p.m. - Pal Howard, Bill Farris,
Jahn Invett and Woodrow Holland.
12 50 p.m. - Jim Franklin, Razz
Villanova. Dirk Orr and Al Jones
1 00 p - Ford Branch. Bridgie
Miller, Tony Franklin and Homer Bran-
ch
I 10 p.m. - Cam love. Charlie Irwin,
Jack Keller andBurton Young.
1 20 p.m -- Ray Wirth, Dr. Hilary
Hunt. Tommy Thomas and Benny
Brown
1 30 p.m - Bill Boland. Richard
Domenico, Jim Pitman and Warren
P0Yle.
1:409. m. - Joe Warren, Carl Ham.
Don /Prima and Charles Jackson.
1:510p•ri. - Bruce Kersey. Dan Blair.
Ralph Scott and Adrian Augustus.
A:20 p.m. - Jack Piers, Sam
LAMeeston, Jerry Page and Bill Bakus
2:10 p.m. - Charles Reed, Tommy
*rally,. Don Johnson and Wayne Dar-
nell
1 1,1 games behind San
Francisco and a half-game
ahead of Cincinnati.
Chicago starter Dave
Roberts walked Reggie Smith
and Ron Coy with two out in
the third before facing Gar-
vey, who lined a 3-2 pitch into
the left field stands.
Padres 6, Pirates 5
Rollie Fingers earned his
21st save in preserving
Gaylord Perry's 11th victory
of the season and 257th of his
career.
Phil Garner's two-run
homer and Frank Taveraa'
two-run double rallied the
Pirates before Fingers shut
the door in the ninth.
Fernando Gonzalez drove in
three runs and Gene Richards
tripled for his 18th hit in the
last 19 games.
ETHAN ALLEN SUMMER SALE
Save 10% to 20%
on an exciting selection
of Home Fashions
So Much On Sale to Create the Kind of Digits Nom You %Et!
Wheromes you entertain your dining morn is as oval. The Gov. Arediretchahe ate sheds and
important as the right people, the right had and deeply comfortable. And its. emus with grilled
drink That's why an Ether Allen dining MORI door deem adds essi-eqmilamirearsee is • email
has bent the choice of thousands of families over specs hi oor cherished Heleloosn Nutmeg finishtPie years
And now during our Summer We. that we
important savings on a selaction ol seven dining
rooms plus carpets. Taps.Limpa ROW clocks.
picture% and so much more to go with them!
Shown here, the table with Foniska* pies& top
opens front a comport 48" round loan atapla 715" Sem. red SI" . 5519 00 6429.60
Reg. SALE
411" Reemil Table $259.50 11225.50Citrons's)
GOV. Dradhard *ail* $67.50 $37.50
TABLE AND POtAt CHAINS $539.50 $449.50
Gee. areallerd Ann Chit $9950 $117.80
OPEN EVERY FRIDAY EVENING...
Convenient Terms . Free Delivery
HOME Ft R\IhHPsI.S
ETHAN ALLEN FURNITURE
114 North Third St. Paducah, Ky.
Phone 442-2769 or 443-6257
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12TH ST., BENTON
Now Has A Local Number
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA





Drawing ilt Door Prizes
Starks— wes-K
MOBILE HOME PARTS STORE
Specializing in Nesting and Central Air Installation
































Located on Hwy. 641 N. of Benton, Ky.
Phone: 527-3108 or 3624659
STARKS WES-K
Alklerke end Ruth Reshiter along with Glenn owl Kenneth Starks hoe recently opened e new mobil* home parts storeON Illehney 641 north of Benton Ky. between Kash-Way lwalser and Storks tro's Mobile Nome SolesThe Storks Bra's have besot in the mobile home business most of their life while Mr. Besheer boa been In the, heaths, aigipir conditioning field for shout 15 yens end oboist nine of which he; been here in Marshall County,Roth will operate the store while idea's's* einittio. to install end seririciainfing end -air corlditionlinj Sr any see.vice Shot vote the mobile home owtiew might need.
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Rangers Win; Rudi Smashes Brewers
By BRUCE Lowrrr
AP Sports Writer
Doc Medich had just the
right prescription for the ice-
cold Texas Rangers Wed-
nesday night, and Lou Piniella
had a pretty good one for New
York's feverish Yankee fans,
too.
Medich handed the Boston
Red Sox only their second
shutout of the season, slam-
ming the door with a two-
hitter, and Bobby Bonds
drilled a two-run homer in the
eighth inning for the 2-0 vic-
tory that ended the Rangers'
eight-game losing streak.
Piniella waited for an even
more dramatic moment, the
bottom of the ninth inning,
before unloading a three-run
homer that propelled the
Yanks past Cleveland 3-1.
That cheered up, the fansesho
had been hollering for Billy
Martin and booing his
replacement, Bob Lemon.
In the rest of the American
League, Kansas City shelled
Seattle 12-3, California
outlasted Milwaukee 11-9,
Toronto trimmed Minnesota 5-
1, Baltimore defeated Detroit
9-6 and Oakland beat Chicago
8-4.
Yanks 3, Indians 1
Piniella's homer off Rick
Waits was his third of the year
and came after Mickey Rivers
and Thurman Munson had
singled.
The victory was the Yanks'
seventh in their last eight
games, Lemon's second in a
row since he replaced Martin,
and his first in Yankee
Stadium.
Royals 12, Mariners 3
Kansas City had plenty of
power - 14 hits - including
Pete LaCock's homer and
Fred Patek's two-run triple.
But for the first sts innings it
was Doug Bird's power that
had the fans cheering.
He had a no-hitter going:
Then suddenly, Manager
Whitey Herzog was on the
CHICAGO (AP) - White
Sox President Bill Veeck
insists it's not a hustle to hype
attendance, but he plans to
"open" the White Sox 1978
season for the second tme
Friday night.
"The whole idea is to get the
players to forget about what's
happened so far and get their
minds on turning things
around the rest of the year,"
Veeck said Wednesday. "We'll
have bands and introduction
of players - the whole bit.
Just like on the regular
opening day."
The White Sox, who have
played well in streaks so far,
were amid a nine-game losing
mound and Bird was gone
after a pair of walks and Tom
Paciorek's two-run double in
the seventh. Steve Mingori
took over and allowed just one
'lobe* hit, Paciorek's single in
the ninth.
Angles 11, Brewers 9
Milwaukee had a chance to.
cut into Boston's 5-gamt
lead in the AL East, but they
ran into Joe Rudi. He drove in
five runs, four with a grand-
slam homer in the first inning.
Gorman Thomas had a pair of
homers and Robin Yount and
Sal Bando had one apiece for
streak Monday when Veeck
made a rare appearance in the
team clubhouse and gave a
brief pep talk.
"I wasn't complaining. I
told them to forget about the
mistakes they've made. I told
them that the mistakes have
not been all their fault. I've
made some too," said Veeck.
"I told them that I'm starting
over just like they are.
"I'm excited about it and I
think the players will respond,
too ... At least I hope so," he
added.
The players may have
already responded. After the
clubhouse chat, the team
swept a two-game series from
Tanner, Smith Tumble In 2nd
Round Of Louisville Classic
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
Roscoe Tanner's only tour-
nament on clay this year
proved a disappointing one as
the No. 4 seed was upset
Wednesday in the $175,000
Louisville International
Tennis Classic by unseeded
Patricio Cornejo of Chile in
straight sets 6-4, 6-3.
"It would take me two
weeks to get use to playing on
this surface if I practiced
every day," said Tanner. "I
just feel like I haven't been
playing enough matches and
I'm making too many errors."
Cornejo felt differently
about clay. "I play very
steady and I run quite good on
the court," he said. "He
(Tanner) isn't in as good of
shape because I haven't seen
him in any tournaments the'
last two weeks. Maybe this
isn't his surface but he has the
respect of other players and
he is a good player on this kind











Tanner wasn't the only
seeded player to fall to a non-
seeded opponent in Wed-
nesday's second round. No. 11
Stan Smith lost to Terry Moor
of Monroe, La., 6-4, 7-6 and No.
12 seed Hans Gildemeister of
Chile lost to Rod Frawley of
Australia 5-7, 6-1, 6-4.
"I made some good shots
and he made some good shots
but he scored on them in the
first set," said Smith. In the
second set Smith needed just
one point to win in the tie-
breaking 12th game. But Moor
won the next three points to
win the match.
"Sure I thought I had him in
the second point when I
needed only one point," said
Smith.
In other matches involving
seeded players, top seeded
Brian Gottfried of
Bonaventure, Fla., beat Mike
Cahill of Monroe, La., 6-4, 6-3.
"I had a lot of unforced
'errors," said Gottfried. "No,
I'm not pleased with the way
I'm playing but to win and not
be pleased is good."
Second seeded Eddie Dibbs,
of Miami Beach, Fla., the
LITC runner-up last year, had
an easy time with Bruce
Manson of Ft. Worth, Texas.
The Calloway County
High School cheerleading
camp begins Monday and
will run through Friday,
Aug. 4.




Dibbs, who two weeks ago woa
at Cincinnati in the Western
Open and was runner-up last
week in the Washington
International, is playing well.
Other seeded players that
won were No.3 Manuel
Orantes of Spain, who beat
Ivan Molina of Medellin,
Columbia, 6-1,6-2. No.5 Harold
Solomon, the LITC champion
two years ago of Pompano,
Fla., defeated Bernard Fritz
of France 7-6, 6-7,6-1.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ) AP) - Results
from Wednesday's second round of the
ninth annual 1175,000 Louisville inter-
national Tennis Classic
Brian Gottfried det. Mike Cahill 6-4, 6-
3
Terry Moore def. Stan Smith 6-4,74
Victor Amaya def. Victor Perri, Para-
guay, 14, 6-3, 6-4.
Wojtek Fibak, Poland, def. Ismail El
Shafei, Egypt, 6-3, 24,6.0
Manuel Drente*, Spain, def. Ivan Mo-
lina, Columbia, 6-I, 6-2.
Jaime Fillol, Chile, del Keith
Richardson 44, 6-3, 6-1.
Phil Dent, Australia, def. Peter Mc-
Namara, Australia, 6-2, 6-1.
Harold Solomon clef. Bernard Fritz,
France, 74, 6-7, 6-1.
John Alexander, Australia, del. Rat
DuPre 6.1, 6-1.
Rod Frawbe, Australia. def. Hans Gil-
derneister, Chile, 6-7, 6-1, 6-4.
John Austin def. Colin Dowdeswell,
England, 5-7,64,6.1.
Patricia Cornejo, Chile, def. Roscoe
Tanner 5.4.6-3.
Dick Stockton def. Ricardo Fagel 7-6.
6-0.
Nick Saviano def. Dion Joubert, South
Africa, 6-2, 6-2.
Jose Higueras, Spain. def. Billy Mar-
, , 6-1.6-3.
Eddie Dibbs def. Bruce Manson 6-2. 6-
0
registered and would like
to attend may bring their $8
registration fee Monday at
8 a.m. Participants do not
have to be a cheerleader to
attend:
The amazing VW rabbits with diesel engines hove arrived
at Carroll VW You'll be able to test drive of these fantastic
diesels (Inc see why it was rated America's No. 1 car. Coll
Get The Rabbit Habit At
Carroll MAudi-Mazda
















Blue Jays 5, Twins 1
Balor Moore scattered eight
Minnesota hits and Toronto
struck for five runs in the
fourth inning, thefts! two 011
Luis Gomez's triple, to trim
the Twins. Moore, who
finished with eight strikeouts,
lost his shutript in the eighth
when Dan Ford tripled and
Craig Kusick hit a sacrifice
fly.
Orioles 9, Tigers 6
Jack ,Billingham, who
pitched shutouts his last two
times out, had to settle for a
the Milwaukee Brewers, who
came to town with the second
best record in baseball. The
Sox will play two more games
less-thancomplete effort this
time - nine hits allowed in 61-
3 innings before Bob Sykes
took over.
He got offensive support
from Jason Thompson and
Aurelio Rodriguez, who drove
in two runs apiece.
A's 8, White Sox 4
Glenn Burke hit a two-run
single in a three-run fourth
inning and Dave Revering
homered to highlight
Oakland's 15-hit attack
against Wilbur Wood and two
White Sox relievers. Eric
Soderholm had a homer for
Chicago.
against the Oakland A's
before the "second" season





114 L Pct. GB
63 35 643
57 40 518
54 43 .557 Iris
55 44 556 re
52 47 525 1Pe
46 51 .474 163,t
36 64 .380 26
WEST
56 42 567 -
54 47 .536 3
51 50 505 6 •
47 51 481 II%
42 54 437 12%
41 06 422
36 65 954 21
Weduesdity's Games
New York 3, Cleveland 1
Detroit 9, Baltimore 6
California 11, Milwaukee 9
Oakland 8, Chicago 4
Toronto 5, Minnesota 1
Kansas Clty 12, Seattle 3
Texas 2, Boston 0
Thursday's Games
Cleveland )Clyde 5-5 and Hata 41 at
New York IFigueroa 9-7 and Hunter 3-3),
2
Toronto (Clancy 7-7) it Minnesota Per-
tanowski 04)
Baltimore (McGregor 10-9 ) at Detroit
/Simeon 10-7), In)
California .1 Ryan 5-81 at Milwaukee
1Cakhrsill 124), (n)
Oakland (Johnson 74 or Langford 3-7).
at Chicago (Kravec 7411, (n)
Seattle (Mitchell 5-10) at Kansas City
;Ours 7-2), (n)
Reeron (Tient 74 • at Texas •Matiack 7-
8),
Friday's Games













California at Baltimore. n
Milwaukee at Toronto, (01
Oakland at Cleveland, In,
Minnesota at New York. n
Seattle at Detroit, n






47 48 .405 6
47 55 .401-
46 56 .437 12
40 61 .31111 16
WEST
46 40-
59 42 .5M I%
51 42 .511 2
49 52 .Mb II%
46 53 .465 13%
44 56 .440 16
Wednesday's Games
New York 12. Cincinnati 3
St.LoiUs 2, San Francisco, 1
Atlanta 4, Philadelphia 2
Houston 5, Montreal 0
San Diego 6, Pittsburgh 5
Los Angeles 8, Chicago 2
Thursday's Games
Pittsburgh ) Blyleven 941 at San Diego
(Rasmussen 9-71




Phibidelphla at Cincinnati, 2, (t-n)
Montreal at Atlanta, 2, anal
New York at Houston. (n)
St Louis at San Diego, (n)
• Prtfsburgh at Los Angeles, (a)
Chicago at San Francisco. 3, in. first
game is completion of suspended game)
Johnson Sabra
410
Sabra 130/ With Aatontatic Transmission'
Automatic tranarritsaioirclown-shifts from pow-
erful, hook-setting direct drive retrieve to fish-
-- *kit droz- ateW*411404Y, to-gwiwoor otumi0400
alloy frame; 14i-impact acrylic gear case.
Oscillating spool cross winds line; flash-fired
Perrnalloy gears; Dia chrome rotor.. Stainless steel
crank shaft arid drive shaft, fall-away ceramic
line pickup. flash hardened stainless steel tin*
guide; oikmpregnated bronze- bearings; positive
anti-reverse, All parts saltwater resistant. Han-
dles from 10 to 20 lb. test Inc.
Complete with appro.,mately 327 ft of 17 lb
test deluxe monofilamert line
Rule 400
100 Mialoturo
A fine quality bilge mono which features high
pumping capacity. miniOture sire and low mo-
an unbeatrible combinatior for the volue con-
scious bar-oilman.
Exclusive Rule. Teflon sent for highest relia-
bility. Watetr-coalstd for lonoer pump fife. Ultra-
sonic welding adds *siva-strength and owners.,
howarta leaks (Mg life pitimenwielellesogner Mo-
tor. Non-corroding stainless ireil shaft
Specifically miniaturized to fit in restricted
areas whiteout sacrificing pumping capacity. low
amp drew. -
Cap, AGO G.P.H., 2 or,r :i,rrey on 12 volts. 3t/s
in highs 21.4 in. dime ' 'i• connections.
Top-Notch Cheerleaders
The Calloway County High School cheerleaders participated in the International Cheerleading
Foundation Comp on the campus of Austin Peay University in Clarksville, Tenn.,July 16-20. Front
row, from left, are Regina Cunningham and Konda Stubblefield. Second row are Jan Potts, Joyce
Stephens and Ellen Mahon. Back row are Susan Byars, Carol Kemp, laDon Dowdy and-Camp Spon-
sor Vicki Pat lamb. The squad won the first place grand championship trophy and a certificate,
qualifying it for national competition. Other awards received were one for sportsmanship; four
for overall excellence; three for best jumps, entrances and exits; three for cheer execution and
one for best stunt and pyramid. Stubblefield was recommended as a selection for a staff member
post at next summer's camp.
Staff Photo by Tony Wilson
Athletic Director Reagan Expects
Record Advance Ticket Sales At MSU
.Murray State athletic of-
ficials expect a record season
ticket sales for football and
basketball and are en-
couraging area supporters to
make their orders as soon as
possible.
New football coach Mike
Gottfried and new basketball
'coach Ron Greene have
played a significant role in
renewing interest in the Racer
athletic program, according
to athletic director Johnny
Reagan.
"We've witnessed a wealth
of interest in football and
basketball and that interest
has been reflected in early
reports on the sale of season
tickets," said Reagan. "I
would urge anyone wanting
good seats to take advantage
of the season ticket concept
and make their needs known
right away."
Reserved box chair seats in
football, available to Racer
Club members only, are
priced at $36 each, while
reserved bleacher seats are
$24 for the six game home
schedule.
Reserved chair seats in
basketball, available to Racer
Club members only, are
priced at $65 each, while
reserved bleacher seats are
$52 each for the 13 game home
schedule.
"Because there is a limited
number of chair seats
available it's important that
everyone make their orders
now if they want an op-
portunity for a reserved chair
seat," Reagan said.
Additional information on
season tickets may be ob-
tained by calling the athletic
office at 762-6184, or by writing
the Athletic Office at Box 3092,
University Station.
Hwy. 641 South-Murray, Ky. - 753-9491
Igloo Pack II
"Bonus Buy" Combination
The popular 48 qt. ice chest is made with
high impact plastic construction and
polyurethane foam insulation. Removable
food tray and drain plug.
Popular 1 gallon beverage cooler is
packed inside the chest. Both are blue with
white trim. , -
Watch for our discount mini-
hardware dept which will
open in August. We will have
everything the homeowner





eFuji Hard Speed Rings
*Fastest Diamond Polished
*Lightest - It Floats!
An economy version of the
Speed Stick. No sacrifice has
been made in the quality of
these rods. Offset Black Bass
handle and smooth Fuji Guides.
Hwy. 641 South-Murray, Ky. -153-9491
"Discount !slur Middle Name"
Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Dal
1 p.m. to 6 p.m. Sunday
Sale Good On In Store Merchandise Only
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Kratzert Attempting To Baby
His Way To 2nd Hartford Win
By SCOTT M. BUSHNELL
Associated Press Writer
WE THE RSF IELD, Conn.
1AP) — Bill Kratzert is trying
to beat precedent — and
maybe the stork.
Xratzert is the defending
champion' in the $210,000
Sammy Davis Jr.-Gcrater
Hartford Open. He captured
the 842,000 first prize last year
with a 19-under-par 265. It was
the last victory on the
Professional Golfers
Association tour for Kratzert,
who is now in ninth place on
the 1978 money-winners list
with 8134,140
Kratzert is confident he can
repeat his GHO performance
this year, but his mind may be
on other things besides golf.
His wife, Cheryl Ann, is home
in Fort Wayne, Ind., ezpeqin,g
their first child "any day
now," Kratzert said.
The 26-year-old Kratzert
said Wednesday he's "trying
to get my game in shape. I hit
the ball well today. I think I
can repeat," he said after
registering a 3-under-par 68
during the Celebrity Pro-Am.
The 1977 GHO victory gave
Kratzert the confidence to
play more aggressively. "A
lot of guys keep from winning
by being a little timid. After
winning the first one, you have
the confidence to go ahead."
Ki dt.i t said.
Only one golfer has ever
repeated at the GHO. Billy
Casper won the tournament in
1963, 1965, 1968 and 1973. No
golfer has won the title in
consecutive years.
There are nine former GHO
champions in the field this
year at the 6,354-yard
Wethersfield Country Club
course. In addition to Krat-
zert, they include George
Archer, Don Bies, Gene Lit-




nesday -Oat he has "played
the worst this year since being
on the tour." The 1976 winner
has watched his swing and
found he is moving his head on
the down-swing. But the "cure
has not come around yet."
"The guy who wins this
tourney is going to have to
make a lot of birdies. That's
hard to do on this course," he
said.
The competition also in-
cludes Andy Bean, the leading
moneywinner on the PGA
circuit this year. Bean has
won $245,558 and holds a
narrow margin over Jack
Nicklaus.
But the GHO has not at-
tracted the top names on the
circuit. Nicklaus, Gary Player
and Arnold Palmer are not
among
absent is the popular Lee
Trevino and Andy North, the
Winner of the U.S. Open.
In addition, six of the top 10
money winners on the 1978
circuit are not here. The only
ones playing are Bean, Hubert
Green, Kratzert and Gil
Morgan.
Green finished in a tie for
first in the 1975 GHO, losing to
Don Bies on the second playoff
hole. He shot a 67 in Wed-
nesday's pro-am, as did
Morgan. Morgan, who made a
charge at Jack Nicklaus in the
final round of the Philadelphia
Golf Classic and finished






Chalk one up for CBS on the
Billy Martin situation. Con-
sider ABC embarrassed.
When Martin made his
farewell address as Yankee
manager Monday afternoon at
the Crown Center Hotel in
Kansas City, there was only
one film crew on hand, a crew
from CBS' Chicago Bureau.
Martin, grim and haggard,
the entrants. Aiss._.tried to read a statement of
resignation, broke down in
tears and had to be led away
by team officials.
It was a tremendously
moving moment and CBS used
its exclusive film nationally on
the evening news show. ABC,
with several tons of equipment
in town for the Monday night
ballgame, came up empty.
The crew that filmed
Martin's resignation was • in
.Kansas City on another
assigment, covering Rev.
'Jesse Jackson and his
Operation Push. When the
_ latest chapter in the Yankees-
Martin drama began to break
Monday morning, the film
crew was directed to the hotel
-to see if they could come up
with anything.
The hotel was jammed with
writers, radio people and no
fewer than six. TV crews
representing the three net-
works and three local stations.
The Yankees announced that
there would a statement on the
situation later at the ballpark
and that nothing would happen
at the hotel. All the camera
crews left for the ttallpark
except one.
Rick Brown, producer with
the CBS crew, phoned Martin
in his hotel room and Martin
said he'd be down shortly. So
Brown decided to ignore the
mass exodus of the other
camera crews and stay put for
a while. It paid off.
"We knew we were the only
ones who got it," said Susan
Karaher, assistant manager
of CBS' Chicago Bureau. "It
was lucky, but it was also
diligence and hard work."
ABC, down but not out, tried
to get the film from CBS for
use during the Monday night
game. Film exchanges of
sporting events are not un-
common, but was this a
sporting event?
"We pursued this story as a
competitive news event," says
-- -Tarry Doyle, acttnrnational
news editor for CBS. If our
people through good work and
tenacity get a story on our own
I don't see that it's necessary





HOME ENTERTAINMENT SALE of all! _
Model 4664 — Early American styling
SAVE
VIDEOMATIC" TOUCH-TUNE
FINE FURNITURE COLOR TV
This outstanding Magnavox brings you a beautiful
25- diagonal color picture at the touch of your
finger electronically. No moving parts to wear
out And, you may add the convenience of remote












An Auto-Ma tic Ace
A 197$Mazda will be presented to the first golfer to score a bole-in-one on the seventh hole
at the Murray Country Club during the ninth-annual Murray Shrine Club golf tournament August
11.12, All proceeds from tCe tournament, which will include afield of 230 golfers, are donated to
the Shrine Hospitals. From left are Ed Carroll, Tommy Carroll, Jim Armbruster (Shrine Club
President) and aarke Joy (tournament chairman). The automobile is being donated by Carroll
Volkswagen.
Stuff Nieto By Tony Wilson
Sports Festival Shows Drawbacks




Colo. (AP) — The National
Sports Festival is an idea
whose time has come, ac-
cording to officials of the U.S.
Olympic Committe, although
as late as a month ago, an idea
was all it was.
But following a modest
opening ceremony Wednesday
night, competition - began
today in 18 Olympic sports at
the Air Force Academy to the
north and...Pueblo to the south
in the inaugurat National
Sports Festival.
In only four weeks, the
games were organized at the
new USOC training center
here, sites selected and, Association to Waive
prepared and commitments
received from more than 2,100
atillAirelitens seats are at a
premium until next Tuesday;
hotel 'rooms are booked solid
for 30 miles around the city.
For transportation of the
athletes, charter buses, tour
buses, school buses and even
church buses have been ap-
propriated.
The logistics of it were
staggering, and in many cases
it -shows how hastily the
festival was put together. '
In basketball, for example,
the festival committee failed
to ask soon enough to get the
National Collegiate Athletic
Former Murray Assistant
Rockne At Campbell Co.
ALEXANDRIA, Ky. ( AP) —
When people think of football
coaches, they often think
about Rockne.
So far, it's usually been
Knute, not John, Rockne that
they're talking about.
John Rockne is the grandson
of the legendary football
coach of Notre Dame and so
far his career has beeli more
modest.
At 29 years old, he recently
left an assistant's job at
Murray State to become of-
fensive coordinator at
Campbell County High School.
_ However, his name still
attracts considerable at-
tention.
"Every place I go all the
questions are directed at me
and .they (otherscoachesi get
ignored," Rockne admitted.
"Some people expect you to
go out there and be like him.
They expect you to be better
than everyone else. In a way, I
like that."
Rockne never knew his
grandfather, who was killed in
a 1931 plane crash.
"I just know the stories," he
said. "When I was a little kid,
we'd go places. You'd meet all
these guys that played- rile--
him. You'd sit there and
laugh, but they spoke
seriously like it meant
something to play for him."
There are ,;.also family
reminders of the RockriC
Ticlud4
'4 Advanr $5 at the door
The Murray-Calloway County Jaycees or
Present
A Tribute To Elvis
with
Artie Mentz & The American Dream
Friday & Saturday
Aug. 4th & 5th at 8 P.M.
With Jack Bastian & The Sound




3 miles south — Hwy. 121 No.
,
j
lIckets available at Rank of Murray & Peoples Bank in Murrk‘
Also available at Ward-Elkins and Music Center in Mayfield
:radition.
"There isn't a room you
went into you didn't recognize
something of his," Rockne
said. "I've got the first
monogram he won at Notre
Dame."
The South Bend, Ind. Adams
High quarterback didn't make
It to Notre Dame as a player.
As it turned out, he spent three
years with the Army in
Vietnam. -
After returning, Rockne
tried professional football and
was cut after a two-day tryout
with the Houston Oilers.
Then it was back to school to
start collecting degrees and
coaching experience.
He found himself without a
job after a coaching change
last spring, and has some
bitter memories of un-
successful auditions.
"I was very frustrated in
May,- he said. "To tell you the
truth I don't know if I'll ever
get back to the college level.
But I felt like it was a good
opportunity here and I ad-
mired coach. (Don) Shelton.
Somewhere down the line,
maybe it's meant to be."
restrictions on its athletes
participating in summer play.
The result is a somewhat
unsatisfactory combination of
high school, junior college and
small college prospects.
Grand Masters Offers
More For "Grizzled Vets"
Than In Their Heydey
By JOHN NADEL
LOS ANGELES ( AP ) —
Whitney Reed was the top-
ranked tennis player in the
United States 16 years ago.
Now, well past his prime, he
finally has a chance to make
some money from his favorite
game.
Reed is one of a dozen or so
Grand Masters, former tennis
greats 45 years old and up
taxing part in tournament
competition throughout the
world Jim must cases, there is
more money at stake now than
ever before for these grizzled
veterans.
The Grand Masters were
formed in late 1972. This year,
22 tournaments are scheduled
offering nearly $300,000- in
prize money. Four players
earned more than $30,000 last
year, meaning that many are
collecting more now than
when in their heyday.
"It's kind of a bdot to me to
get a chance at revenge at
some of these players who
walloped me in their prime,"
said the free-spirited Reed,
entered in the second annual
Grand Masters of Los Angeles
Tournament this Friday
through Sunday at the Los
Angeles Tennis Club; "I've
found they haven't lost a lot
from their prin-K0
To be a Grand Master, a
player must have represented
his country in international
play or won a national
championship.
Joining Reed in the Los
Angeles tournament will be
Pancho Gonzalez, Frank
Sedgman, Torben Ulrich,
Sven Davidson, Rex Hartwig,
Beppe Merlo and Neale
Fraser.
Reed, who turns 46 next
month, believes that many of
these players, in their prime,
would have an excellent
chance of beating today's
standouts.
"The game is somehow,
overnight, different," said
Reed. "Today they stay at the
baseline, use two hands and
wait until somebody makes a
mistake. The top players used
to be attackers. Everybody
was-playing that way.
"It's liard- to tell what the
outcome would be, but I can't
help but feel the attacker
would win. A Laver or a
Sedgman would put the ball
against the -fence and
dominate a match.:'
"It's more endurance today
than it is shot-making," said
Reed. "But I don't think
there's any resentment among
the older players toward the
current stars as far as
money's concerned. What the ,
stars used to make is peanuts
in comparison to what today's  
players make.
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When you realize what It's worth,
there's no place.like home.
Your home's worth money to
you. Big money. An you can get it




- so does your equity. •
And the bigger your equity, the
more you can borrow from us in a
large Homeowner Loan.
With the cost of homes going
up and up, chances are your equity
is a lot more than you realize. And
you're probably good for a much
larger loan than you imagine.
If it's big money you're after,
remember:
There's no place like home.
And there's no place like our place
to get your large loan.
Just give us a call. Today.
Amount
I, manemt
Mont10, Mutantp.,,,,,' Top,y Total OfPay ments API .
62,900 $ 79.17 48 $3,512.16 17.80%
$3.000 $ 87.63 48 $4,206.24 17.69%
$3,900 $ 90.41 60 $5,424.60 18.80%
$4,000 $103.23 60 $6,193.80 18.76%












We Have Some Surprises
In Store For Youl
Compare Our Pharmacy To Any Other In Town
We Think You Will Be Surprised With
These Advantages:
•Tax Records at No Charge
.30 Day Charge Accounts
with approved credit
•Telephone Service
Ask your doctor to phone ahead
and we will have your prescription ready
',Free Parking at Our Door
SCOTT DRUGS
•Lgrge enough to sell for less, small






































































































































.3 Die In Six Flags Cable Accident
By ROBERT BURNS
Associated Press Writer
EUREKA, Mo. (AP) —
Three persons plunged nearly
70 feet to their deaths and a
fourth was critically injured in
a steel cable car when a
support arm snapped Wed-
nesday on the Sky Way ride at
Six Flags over Mid-America.
About 60 persons were
stranded in the 15 remaining
cable cars in operation at the
time. All were rescued without
further incident. The lalt
passengers reached safety
- four hours after the accident.
The steel cable car, a mass
of gnarled metal, was whisked
away to a storage room
nearby.
St. Louis County Fire
Marshal James HOldinghaus
said safety devices on the
cable ride prevented the other
cars from falling. Some parts
of the ride are as high as 100
feet above the park, which
was filled with about 20,000
persons at the time of the
accident, officials said.
The ride had operated for
eight years without incident, a
park spokesman said. More
than 15 million people have
ridden safely in the Swiss-
made ride, he added. He
called the accident a "fluke."
Firemen and police from ten
surrounding communities
used crane-like snorkel units
to rescue the riders. It took a
100-foot aerial boom to reach
the last few cable cars that
swung gently in the humid 94-
degree summer breeze at the
Crossword Puzzler
Answer to Wednesday's PuzzleACROSS
34 Weight let
35 Bristle 29 Snare


























1 Flap 4 Bracket can-
4 Fragment dlestick
9 Female ruff 5 Disputed
12 Spanish 6 Track event
river 7 Devoured
13 Jackets 8 Postscript
14 In what man- (abbr.-)
nor' 9 Greek letter
15 Sick • 10 Dawn god-
16 Formerly dess
17 Be defeated 11 Female
18 Italian poet sheep
20 Note of 17 Rosters
scale 19 Cooled lava
21 Preposition 20 Sunburn
.23 High card 21 Fat 33 Say 48 Anger


































substances . ments 37 Edible seed 50 Native metal
28 Wager 24 Pierce 38 Tail (slang)
30 Necessary 25 Row 42 Latin con- 
52 Baker's
32 Organs of 26 Dined function product









































Distr. by Unitaa Pa.tur, Syidk.ate. Inc.
attraction located about 25
miles south of St. Louis.
Less than an hour after the
final person was snatched
from the suspended cable car,
high winds and torrential
rains pummelled the 503-acre
park.
Two girls, Trisha Weeks, 10,
and Kristen 4ohnson, 15, of
Rivesville, _W.Va. and her
uncle, Clark F. Johnson, 25, of
Barre Vt., were- killed after
one of the ride's 28 cable cars
snapped loose when the
support arm gave way about 2
p.m. Only 16 cars were in the
air at the time.
Jennine Weeks, 12, a sister
of Trisha, was in critical but
stable condition today after
surgery Wednesday night at a
nearby hospital. The uncle
and niece were visiting the
Weeks family at their St.
Louis County home.
A spokesman for the park,
Bob Kochan, said that the tide
could hold 112 persons. The
three killed and One injured
were the only occupants of the
car that fell, he said.
The ride, rupi across most
of the width of the park.
Passengers are carried in 28
small cars suspended on a
moving cable.
Kochan said the cable car
ride would not be used again
until an engineer from Six
Flags over Georgia, a sister
-operation, arrives for an in-
vestigation.
Dave Kaplan, a spokesman
for Six Flags over Georgia,
said Six Flags, Inc., operates
five theme parks and two wax
museums. Besides Six Flags
over Mid-America and Six
Flags over Georgia, they are
Six Flags over Texas, Astro




















BOX , ELN4O ?
TIM PHANTOM
TARAKIMO .„WAITHVO FOR
"THE 9TRANGER ".. BEHIND
EVERY 0416H AND TREE...
BOYPOWER, NOT HORSEPOWER — Time and the dandelion wait for no man and so
with spring comes dandelions and lawnmowing. In the latter vein, this two-boypower
mower with a push-pull starting mechanism was cutting a swath through a dandelion
laden lawn near Bird-in-Hand, Pa,
Weiler, Dahlstrom To Present
Workshop In Lake Placid, N.Y. .
Melody Weiler, assistant
professor of art at Murray
State University, and Nancy
Dahlstrom of Hollins College,
Hollins, Virginia, will present
a Papermaking Workshop
July 29-Aug. 4 at the Lake
Placid School of Art, Lake
Placid, N.Y.
Hand papennaking, a craft
which has almost disappeared
in the United States, is making
a comeback with professional
artists. A few hand paper
forming shops are now
operating in the nation, and
other graphic artists are
experimenting with hand
made papers of their own
formula in their studios.
At Lake Placid, professors
Weiler and Dahlstrom will
demonstrate both basic and
advanced hand paperforming
techniques. Participants will
be shown how to build a mould
and deckle unit for sheet
forming. The basic steop of
dipping pulp with the mould to
form a sheet will be practiced.
More advanced forming,
including sheet lamination
and paper casting, will be
demonstrated.
Professor Weiler joined
MSU's faculty in 1975, where
she teaches printmaking. Her
students are also trained in
bookbinding wad papermaking
techniques.
Ms. Weiler taught at Atlanta
School of Art, KansaitCity Art
Institute and Ohio University,
Athens, before coming to
Murray State. Her works have•
been exhibited throughout the
east and raid-west.
Carter Administration Is Clamping
Down On Federal Computer Security
By H. JOSEF HEBERT
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Carter administration,
concerned about reports that
government files on millions
of Americans aren't tamper-
proof, is clamping down on
computer security, an -act-
ministration source says.
The source said the Office of
Management and Budget is
planning, probably next week,




access to the government's
computers. President Carter
had asked the OMB- in
February 1977, to study the
problem.
The federal government is -
the country's largest user of
computers with an estimated
10,000 of them processing
everything from tax returns to
crop reports.
Although essential elements
of the directive have been
completed, some details still
may be changed, the source,
who declined to be identified,
said Wednesday night.
The White House move

























concern by some members of
Congress about the easy ac-
cess to information in some
computers — a situation
which, critics say, constitutes
a potential invasion of privacy
and opens the system to fraud.
—The General Aiaa,uating
Office issued a report earlier
this month critical of com-
puter safeguards in the Social
Security Administration,
which maintains medical and
financial records on 170
million Americans.
The GAO, the investigative
arm of Congress, said com-
puter tenninals often were not
locked and could be used by
almost anyone with access to
them. The GAO said in many
cases there was unlimited
access to the terminal by
employees.
Rep. John Moss, 13-Calif., a
co-author of the 1974 Privacy
Act, also has charged that the
availability of the Veterans
Administration's com-
puterized files is too broad and
that such files should be
safeguarded under more
stringent security.
An internal audit by the
Department of Health,
Education and Welfare
revealed last November that
computer "systems security
in HEW was far from, meeting
minimum acceptable stan-
dards."
Both HEW- and the Social
Security Administration since
have moved independently to
increase computer security,
but the White House directive
is expected to put added
emphasis on the problem.
The source said the direc-
tive will order the Commerce
Department to compile new
security standards and
guidelines, and will require
the General Services
Administration, the gover-
nment's landlord, to establish
new regulations for physical
security of computer rooms.
The directive also will order
the Civil Service Commission
to re-evaluate and set stan-
dards on screening, including






those held by the Social
Security and Veterans ad-
ministrations — contain a-
broad range of information;
including data on a person's-
earnings, real estate holdings,
medical history and marital
status as well as .whether an
individual has had problems
with drugs or alcohol.




AP) — For the 23 rust-dotted
cars and trucks braking in the
border sun, it was a chance to
return to a respectable life.
For the 23 people who
bought the vehicles from
"Uncle .Sam's used cars"
Tuesday, it was an adventure.
"You know you're getting
an unknown," said -Ed Collier
of Brownsville who bought a
pickup truck at the U.S.
Customs auction here a few
years back.
The vehicles and other
assorted goods — and bads —
were seized by customs of-
ficials at the border and
rescued from a life of drug
running.
"That Mercedes had
cocaine in it," senior inspector
Ernest Tijerina said. The
truck Collier bought contained
800 pounds of marijuana when
it was seized.
But the 100 or so eager
buyers here didn't care about
the vehicles1 prior records.
They were looking for cheap
transportation or a car they
could sell for a quick profit.
"Some items are just about
given away and others go for
twice their value," Tijerinas
the auctioneer, said. -People
get carried away at an auc-
tion."
The auction began with 19
boxes of assorted onyx goods
— the kind that infest the
souvenir shops across the
bridge. Tijerina hawked the -
merchandise as if he were a
salesman in a Mexican
market.
"-This one's got a lot of fruit.
Make a nice' dinner piece," he
said as he combed through one
carton.
-This one's got
Democrats," he said, holding





WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Carter administration is
reducing official contacts with
Moscow to a bare minimum
until relations improve, a
move that follows by seven
days the president's decision
to impose trade reprisals
against the Soviet Union.
Citing the administration's
"great concern" over Soviet




said Tuesday that all visits to
the Soviet, Union by high-level
U S. officials are being
deferred on a caseby-case
basis.
In the first planned visit to
be affected under the new
policy, spokesman Carter
said, Assistant Housing and
Urban Development
Secretary Lawrence B.
Simons had canceled a 14-day
visit to the Soviet Union
scheduled to begin next week.
But Carter said that if
11,41- perceivedAmerican officials 
- "a better atmosphere on
, various issues affecting our
''l------- ' leiflxch 'once ti"*Panges . oweC""aga- to.11°Ivin "-
become more active."
And he said that arms
control negotiations are not
affected. Such talks, he said,
are too important to be af-
fected by Soyiet performance
on human rights matters.
;AI
Over the last two weeks,
been conducted on a strategic
, separate negotiatibns have
arms limitation agreement
and on al pact to curb con-,
ventional arms sales to other
nations.
In a nationally televised
news conference last Thur-
sday, President Carter said
that no additional punitive
measures were planned
beyond his decisions Tuesday
to cancel the sale of Sperry.
Univac computer to Tass, the
Soviet news agency, and to
require export licenses for all
oil production equipment sold
to Russia.
The president said his ad-
ministration had not "em-
barked on a vendetta" against
the Soviet Union.
Tuesday's cancellation was
the third in less than a month
of a senior-level mission to
Moscow. The others involved
a delegation from the
Environmental Protection
Agency and the president's
science adviser, Frank Press.
All three missions had been
scheduled in line with a series
of agreements in areas of non-
strategic cooperation signed
by the United States and
Russia. Most date from the
early 1970s, the heyday or
detente.
Mark L. Schneider, a deputy
assistant .secretary of state,
said the Soviet restrictions in-
'elude a 30 per cent tax on mon-
ey sent to Soviet citizens from
abroad, increased duties on
gifts and a ban on mailings of
matzoh packages to Soviet
Jews.
said5he has seen some quick
profits made at these auc-
tions.
"I saw a guy buy a box of
binoculars , for $6 each. He
turned around and sold them
for $15 each — just by making
a few phone calls," he said.
Everything went Tuesday.
Besides the cars and trucks,





Then Tijerina made a
smooth switch from Mexican
--trinket salesman to used car
pusher.
"Here's a good fishing car,"
he said of one clunker. '
"We'll start with $5 on this
one. We ought to go all the way
up to $10," he said about a car
that sold for $185.
The cars sold quickly. The
cocaine-toting Mercedes,
minus the cocaine, went for
$1,525 after rapid-fire bidding.
Everything is sold as is and
Uncle Sam drives a hard
bargain. No personal checks
and pay by 5 p.m.
But the old wheeler-dealer is
a little less heartless about
getting cars off the lot, where
many of them looked like they
had been sitting for a long
while.
-We just want them to get
them out of here as soon as
they can," Tijerina said.
"They usually have to get
another car to tow it off."
ttguasts, CLASSIFIED ADS!
1 Legal Notice
NOTICE — The Pen-
nyroyal Regional MH-
MR Board, Inc. is
receiving bid proposals
for audit of its financial
statements for the year
ending June 30, 1978.
Bids will be received till
12:00 Noon, August 7,
1978. Specifications are
available from the













Society . . 759-4141
Comprehensive
Care . 153-6611
Poison Control . . 753-1588
Senior   753-0929
Needline  753-NEED
Learn To had  753-2228
Foster
Parenting  753-5362






Jesus says in Matthew
9 37 "The harvest truly
is plenteous, but the
• laborers are few." For
Bible answers or Bible
study call 759-4600. Bible
Services Saturdays 3









bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40 Fast service.'
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free Parking













business to better serve
this community and in
doing so, we have moved


























go, nothing over $3. Pant
suits, dresses, shoes,
tops, cash register.







and ask for Circulation
Deportment.






--notified that a copy
the- anneal budget











3 Card Of Thanks
E FAMI1,,Y of Blanch
Short wish to express
their deep appreciation
to all the friends, neigh-
bors and relatives who
brought food and sent
flowers, and most of all
for .your kind words and
prayers during the loss
of our loved one. Thanks
to Bro. Connie Wyatt
and Bro. John Dale for
their comforting words,
and to Bro. Joel Smith
and all the singers. A
special thanks to Dr.
Clark arid all the staff at
the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital and to
Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. May




5 lost And Found
FOUND WHITE shaggy




• FOUND MALE full
grown Irish Setter, 436-
5434.
LOST FEMALE Great
Dane, black with white
markings, ears lay
across top of head,





and &ow coih. Dawn noit
newt he filo to woks Wos wed
C00 l voyetoblos. Apph is pot.





Ext. 24, Benton, Ky.
IMMEDIATE OPENINC.‘
fur part time cashier.'
sales cicrk, starting pay
$2.65. Send resume to






















8881 or write MERRIC-
MAC. - Box 1277,
Dubuque, Iowa 52001.
DAY AND NIGHT shift.






up to 114.000. Call




















visual aids. Should be
Church oriented,
Protestant, and have a
car. Involves two af-
ternoons a week with
young people. Inquire in





BUSINESS for sale due











RULE LIFE INS. CO.
Phone 753-7273.
Attention Customers of Murray No. 1 Water
District. Due to necessary repairs, water service in
vicinity of the Water Tower, 94E, will be off for a
short while around 10 a.m. Saturday, July 29. IT IS
NECESSARY THAT THE LINES FOR THE EN-
TIRE DISTRICT BE FLUSHED, WHICH WILL
PROBABLY CAUSE SOME' WATER
DISCOLORATION FOR A SHORT TIME -
PLEASE BE PATIENT. LINES WILL BE
FLUSHED LATE SATURDAY AFTERNOON ANT)




Apply Before 11 a.m.






"That's nor our car. That •
one's got A mashed fender
...00000h. that is our c "



















14. Want To Buy
WANT TO BUY ear corn,
489-2515.
•_
WANT TO BUY piano,
-753-9964.
WANT TO buy used Gym
Set. Call 436-2742 after
6!00e
WANT TO BUY STAN-
DING timber. Will pay
top prices percentage or
acre. Call 498-8757.
15. Articles For Sale
Just received another
load of school desks





Got 5 water coolers.
Murray Ford Tractor,
520 S. 4th. 759-4895.
ellIMNEYS, all' fuel.






500 or 597, $43.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
AT.! OVSMIESSMAN1 CNO.cI POI ilia
PRINTING'
WI Icor II•rvie•s
O N eth 753 5397
WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners. Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-
1551.
HIGH BACK antique
walnut bed, $300. Call
436-2648 after 6 p.m.
PEA SHELLERS, does a
bushel in 30 minutes,
$9.88. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
FOR SALE, formica and
Wilson art, lamenated
plastic, sizes 2':4' --
4'xI2' at 50 cents per sq
ft. Cabinet door hinges
at 10 cents per pair.
West Ky. Cabinet Co.,
1203 Story Avenue.
BOY'S CAPTAINS bed
and chest, like new. Call
753-5685.
15 Articles For Sale
MATERNITY CLOTHES
'Sizes 10-12 mostly fall
and winter. Call 753-0087
after 5.
FOR SALE: 16 CC
Sinkers - 50 lb. box
$12.95. Styrofoam
Insulation vz " 4 x 8 $2.40,
1" 4 x 8 $4.80 Particle
Board tz" 4 x 8 $3.75, 4s"
4 x 8 $4.25, Plywood kt " 4
x 8 $6.75, st" 4 x 8 $8.00,
Exterior Siding 4 x 8
$7.00 & up., Shingles No.
1818.75 per sq. Shower
Stalls $125.00 ea.
Paneling 80 selections of
4 x 8 sheets from $2.75 to
$11.00. Vanities from
$45.00 and up. - Vinyl
Floor Covering $2.50 yd.
6' Wide. Cedar closet
Lining 4 x & $4.50.
Fiberglas Seconds for
trailers, awnings &
carports from .13 to .28
per sq. ft. New load of
used office desks &
chairs. New load of
doors $5.00 & up. New
load of plexiglas $1.20
per sq. ft. & up. Ross &
Tuck Salvage Mdse.,
Inc Hwy. 45, 1 Mi. So.
Martin, Tn. Phone 587-
2420 Martin, Tn. 38237
Open on Sat. until 3:00
p.m.
$1,141111111111111.11WIRrillirf










- S Mint Penny 25 yrs.
• 19611S Peyon Ow)
• ewe 1%•-0 Seel
DI,. Peony
• S Mint Peary • 25 yes.
Plops Frio two $ SM
Pin Ow Pros Gift
Moo Ow Fre• Orwhero
Soa4 83.95 end .25 Pest*
JIM DoNIIIIK) & CO.
S pa. adip. mow
101.06.1k. NNM1
FOR SALE: Roto Tiller,
self-propelled, 4 speeds
forward, adjustable
steering, center, right or
left. Tills 12" swath,
adjustable depth, extra .
ipetsPfltatiLatmorn
4 h.p. Briggs-Stratton 4
cycle motor, $150. Phone



















Vinson Tractor Co. 753-
4892.
NEW IDEA corn picker,
excellent condition, tub
and sink, white, call 753-
8555.
MASSEY HARRIS 30
farm tractor, $500 firm.
Call 1-901-247-3386.




all young cows and bred
back, $8000 753-3625.
RATH TUB, new, never
unerate. right hand,
white. Antique bed with






Of vinyl cushion floor
on sale at Wiggins
Furniture, 641 North.
GOLD COUCH, 3
cushions, 2 end tables, 1
lamp table, 1 swivel
rocker, 2 lamps, all like




and chair, $40, four oak
chairs, $50. Buffer with
attachments, $15. Call
753-2272.
DINING TABLE and '4
chairs, $30. 10 gallon
aquarium, fully
equipped includes
wrought iron stand and 3
fish, $25. Bassinet with
liner and pad along with
baby carrier, 515. 753-
7521 after 4 p.m.
15' CU. IN. CHEST
freezer, $100. Euin




759-1078 after 4 p.m.
17 Vacuum Cleaners
BUSH HOG type mowers,
4%8295; 5', $325: 6', $475;
$650. Kough
Equipment, 10 miles





top boat and motor. Call
753-1261.
20 HP MERCURY out-
board, runs good, $150.




10 x 12 UMBRELLA tent,
$30. and 10 X 12 screen




18' CHRIS CRAFT ski





engine, see drive, fly
bridge, sleeps 10, many
extras. Call 474-2390 for
appoiniment.
COMPLETE MANS
Wilson Staff golf set with
bag and cart. Couch that
makes into bed. 753-8591.






FOR SALE 105 hp
Chrysler Outboard
Used less than 20 hours.
Phone 759-1872.
FOR SALE Alumacraft





new 115 hp motor, 75 hp
motor, 1965 model. Call
474-2287 or may be seen
at Town and Country
Resort. Reasonably
priced. •
FOR SALE, sharp 15'
Checkmate Ski boat, 135
hp motor, must sell, 489-
2350.
14' MAXCRAFT bass
boat, 30 hp Chryslet and
trolling motor, $1500.




Ky. Across from Irving
Cobb Hotel. Ph. 443-3879.
Shop if you like, but






than 1 year old, ex-
cellent shape. 9600 or
best offer. Call 753-8135














- Selection - quality -
price cannot be beat
anywhere. Shop for












piano, organ, or voice
lessons. Experienced
teaching with degrees in '
music. Private lessons
age 6 and up - begin-
ners to advanced.





























ITEMS for sale. 30x60
formica top desk,
portable dog pen, 20 cu.
ft. side by side
refrigerator, golf clubs,
and 5'2 year old English
Setter with papers. 753-
8432 or 753-6201.
NEW AND USED air
compressors for sale 2,
3, and 5 h.p. Dill Elec-
tric, 753-9104.
FOR SALE, Craftsman





Front quarter .79 a
pound, whole or half .89
a pound, hind quarter .99
• a pound hanging weight.
Food Stamps accepted.
We also do custoni'
slaughtering, • Paris
Meat Processing, 642-
8201 off 641. One mile.















doors and wire mesh






easy to handle. 753-8094.
LOOKING FOR A
bargain in a 25" color







is your gain. Come in







fund raising group. Why
settle for less, when
your group can have
maximum profits. Send
name, address, and
phone to Box 32 R,
Murray, Ky. 42071.
BODY- SIIOP and
basement on 5k2 acres,
approximately, 3 miles








2 speakers, $125. Por-
table B-W TV, needs
minor repair, $25. Call
767-2454.





















S3ldOSS3)31/ 1105 11041-9130NYN -113)131M-SINVI4 qt.
I 
We Bey, Sill Or Trade
Used Furniture or Ap-
Amos










FOR SAI.r tobacco- anal
tomato sticks. Call 489-
2126.
like new. Responsible
party can take at tug .




LARGE PIANO in good
condition. $166 or $225
delivered. Must be
moved by Friday. 436-
2627.
DRASTICALLY REDUCED!! OWNER SF.7
SELL!!! Setting on 3 large wooded lots in Lake
Forrest we have this deluxe, year round, 3 BR,
1L-2 bath brick home. Its unique energy efficient
fireplace with the heatoiator connected to the
central heating unit is just one of the many
features this home has to offer.
"THE UNWINDER" on a large wooded lot in
Lake F'orrest we have this elegant, 2 story gam-
brel roof desigif,TBR, 2 bath home. Built-ins, ex-
tra large living room and kitchen, Franklin
Fireplace, arid the owner has recently
"reduced" its price!
Close to Shopping - Well kept, well built, on a
quiet and beautiful street, this neat home is in
move-in condition. A 3 BR brick home with ap-
prox. 1600 sq. ft., large closets. A 1 and 2 car car-




THE NATURAL LOOK, A NATURAL DESIGN
- if you lite the natural look of wood you'll love
this house, brand new, "never been lived in," 3
BR, 2 bath, wood beam ceilings, Franklin
Fireplace, plush carpet and we could go on and
on. Call us for all the details.
CHOICE LOT, CHOICE LOCATION - on a cor-
ner lot, across the street from University cam-
pus, is this nice neat 3BR home. Beautiful Bed-
ford Stone fireplace is just one of the many ex
tras this fine home has to offer.
CHOICE LAKE FRONT LOTS!! -- 122 Ft. of
Lake Frontage on Cypress Creek, this is a largi
lakefront lot in a choice location, close to 2 ful
service marinas.
3 Excellent lakefront lots, on the main lake
w/deep water, in Pine Bluff Shores all on
blacktop street, w/cornrnunity wateravailable.
WOODED ACREAGE IN LAKE AREA - 3.12
acres joining Keniana Sub. w/large factory built
building. Water & electricity on the lot. No
restrictions.
17 Acres MA, located on Blood River Church
Road. Close to Keniana Sub.





Bud Nall 753 4868







































































tely , 3 miles
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PUT IT IN THE
26 TV Radio
LOVELY MOBILE home
on ;4 acre lot. First
gravel road past East
Elementary, third
iobile home on the left.
Can be seen after 5, all
day weekends.
27. Mobile Home Sales
ZEN ITII 25" color con-
sole TV, with chromatic,
$525 with trade-in.
Sisson's Zenith Sales, 19
miles west on Hwy. 94,
382-2174. Our prices
can't be beat.
1975 14x70 all electric.
Two bedrooms, two
baths, excellent con-
dition, .39500. - 436-2711.
1976 MODEL 14x70 real
nice mobile home,
completely furnished on
large lot located on East
Highway. Call 753-8422.
12 x 60 TWO BR with
separate Utility room.
753-1335 or 489-2774.
12 x 60 CONCORD,
washer-dryer, under
pinning, must sell. Call
753-6848 after 6:30.
12 x 52 TRAILER, 2 BR,
partially furnished, all









Vista. Call between 6
and 9, 436-5337.
27 Mobile Home Sales
TWO BEDROOM 12 x 55
trailer with air con-
ditioner. Moving must
sell, $4300. 492-8856.
12 x 53 TWO BR partially
furnished, gas or
electric. Call 436-479 or.
436-2470.
FOR SALE, 12 x 65
Concord trailer, 5 rooms
and bath, newly fur-
nished in Florida.
Located in private park
2 miles from Tampa.
Call 498-8758 after 4 p.m.
Will have pictures to
show if interested.
12 x IMMOBILE HOME in
good condition, 3 BR, 1k2
bath. 753-2616.
28 Heating & Cooling




- conditioner, $125, both 2








29 Mobile Home Rentals
AILER FOR RENT at
Dills Trailer Court.
Apply in person only to
Brandon Dill.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
FOR RENT,' 2 bedroom
trailer, Shady Oaks. 489-
2533.
UNFURNI4HED -
owners must sell 1977
Skyline, 14x70. Call 492-
8892 after 5 p.m.
31 Want To Rent
3 BR HOUSE within 7
nodes of Murray. Call
753-1916 between 8 and 4
and ask for Gina.
TWO RESPECTABLE
college girls need place




32 Apartments For Rent
SECT IN 236 Federal
housing, 1 BR un-
furnished apartments.
Apply in person at
Murray Minor, Office,
Duiguid Road. Call 753-
8668






A REAL nice furnished 3
BR country home in
New Concord area. 436-
2527.
36 For Rent Or lease
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
B & J HYDRAULICS
We rebuild hydraulic and air equipment. We have
high pressure hoses and fittings.
Hwy. 1346 off 84 East
436-2788
Lovely brick home for sale by owner. 3
Bedroom, bath, fully carpeted, 1 car
garage, 2 storage buildings. Large lot
with beautifully landscaped and fenced
backyard with 18'x36' trouble free swim-
ming pool. $45,500. Will finance. Located
at 1502 Parklane Drive.
Call 753-1432
Don't buy until you see this home
ANTIQUE AUCTION
SATURDAY, JULY 28,10 AM.
LOU'S ANTIQUES
Located at Pagliacci Restaurant, Paris, Tem.
New Camden Hwy., US 641 and SR la South
PARTIAL LIST
(Mk dresser with pull down bed, oak librarY table,
Ilsehers (cherry, chestnut, oak), 4 set claw and
11011 &Ws, 4 set ash spindle back chairs, t hIgh
handmade for twins, primitive high chair,
twood dde chair, Bentwood high clerks stool,
primitive slat back chair, swivel oak desk chair,
various side chairs (oak and walnut), gateleg table
with leaf, walnut table, 6 chairs and buffet, poet
oak round table, chairs, Wien, six leg oak dining
table, oak rectangular dining table, Duncan dining
table and I chairs, Queen Anne round walnut table
dated 1919, drop leaf table, walnut wash stand,
marble top, large showcase - glass walnut and
silver, 1 trunks - flat top and round top, doll trunk -
docks, pie safe, punched tin doors, tin oil heater,
Aladdin beaters, insulators, wash boards, lamps
and R.R. lanterns, iron bean pot, wash holler, churn
with lid and dasher, tin lee cream freezer, ice
shaver, kraut cutter, crackling press, cu crate,
wood, shaving seta and razors, tobacco planter, bee
smoker, copper tea kettle, meal & flour bin, jugs,
crocks, waffle iron, irons, advertising items,
tobacco, beer items, biscuit box, poplar primitive
table, large dining table with 5 leaves, 4 caned back
chairs, dde server, oval walnut occasional table,
hand carved glass top coffee table, cherry twist leg
square occasional table, walnut typing table,




• • AUCTION • NM( 11417.0.14.00 1004,
i:X.reUtiVe °MCC'S -
411911 Poplar in Mr•ruirriti.114






lease. 175' frontage 189'








S . LE, 5 male AKC
registered Fox Terriers,
895 each. Call 753-5326.
SIX WEEK old AKC •
registered yellow Labs




blood line, had shots and
wormed. Females only
$100. Call (901) 642-8607













pies, 2 males and 1
female, $50. 753-2915.
AKC MINIATURE
Schnauzer, 6 months old
male puppy, shots,
wormed, ears - cropped.
753-9390.
.AKC REGISTERED
_Collie pups. Call 856-3380
or 856-3656, Folsomdale.
ST. BERNARD AKC
registered, 5 months old.
Rare color, white with
blue eyes, $100. Call 436-
2711.
41 Public Sales
YARD SALE, 305 S. 6th.
Depression glass.





games, toys, 10 speed
bike, clothes, records,
miscellaneous.
LOW lAlW price yard
sale. Friday and
Saturday July 27, 28, 29,
1100 Circarama. ,
Sponsored by The
Church of Jesus Christ






baby, child, beys, iiT
men, womens, wet or
dry vacuum cleaner.
console RCA black and
white TV needs repair,





detectors and civil war




Friday and Saturday, 3




curry comb to a walking
cane. Furniture, clothes
from infant to adult,
toys, games, material.
Make an offer. 602 Vine
St. Saturday 8 til ?.
ROADSIDE SALE at
Dewards Chapel Church
on E. 94 starting Friday,
July 28 at 7 a.m. and
continuing through
Saturday, July 79.
Benefits go to Women's
Auxiliary of Dewards
Chapel Church.
BIG FAMILY patio sale.
July 29-30 Saturday and
Sunday. Turn off Hwy.
280 E (Pottertown
Road) toward Cedarling •
Hills, Approximately 1
mile from Panaroma
Shores. Watch for signs
on Hwy. 280 E.
NIGHT GARAGE SALE
and Flea Market, 6 p.m.-




and side chair, table,
trunk, depression glass
and collectable small
Items, old toys, com-
position doll, Aladdin
lamp, 10 speed bicycle,
new metal clad prehung
door.
FOUR PARTY yard sale,
Thursday and Friday
next to Higgins Grocery
North of Coldwater on
121 at county line.
YARD SALE Friday and




25 ACRES at Puryear,
Tn. 4 acres open,
secluded building sites,
lots of trees, trees, trees.
Fabulously priced at







With The Friendly Touch"
641 N. - ohly 4.5 miles
from Murray, this
smart 3 bedroom, 2
bath By., situated on
2 acres. Central elec-








Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.
WE HAVE JUST listed a
reasonably priced two
bedroom home in a
central location. This is
in the vicinity of 6th and
Vine Street close to
shopping downtown,




Call , JOHN C.
NEUBAUER,
REALTOR, 206 N. 4th
St., 753-0101 or 753-7531
to see this good buy.
GREATROOM! GREAT
HOUSE! Brand new
listing and • brand new
home. Energy saving 3
BR home in
Gatesborough. Heat






dining room. Home is
beautifully decorated
throughout. , Take a
journey to hatipY dream-
home living and let us
show this t harming




South 12th at Sycamore
TEL,PHONE 75?.1651
RESTAURANT AUCTION
Saturday, July 22 at 10 A.M., Rain or Shine.
Selling contents of Suzie's Cafe, corner of 6th and
Main Streets in Murray, Ky.
Will sell: Auto. stainless dishwasher w/drain
boards and two compartment sink, salad
refrigerator, 2 counters, 13 stools, 8 booths, 7
tables, refrigerated pie case, display case, drink
cooler, cash register, Pepsi machine, deep fryer,
ice cream freezer, 2 & 7 pot steam tables, grill,
coffee urn, large mirror, stainless shelves and
backing, 2 toasters, double door refrigerator,
chest type freezer, hot water booster, elec. stove,
elec. oven, air conditioner, fire extinguishers,
gas range, 3 metal top work tables, stainless
dishwasher racks, instant tea machine, scales,
adding machine, large stainless mixing bowls,
several boxes new and used dishes, glasses, pots
and pans, and canned- food.
ANTIQUES: iron skillets (1 covered), chop-
ping block, enamelware, teapot, kerosene lamp,
Tom's peanut jar and other items too numerous
to mention. Not responsible for accidents.







Saturday, July 29, 1978, 2:00 P. M.
The sale, to settle an estate, will be held at the
farm of the late W. Harlie Williams, 1 milc west
of Lynn Grove, Ky. Highway 94. Turn South at
Williams Chapel Church of Christ.
-r The following tracts will be sold:
TRACT 1
10 Acres (more or less) north on highway 94
across from Williams Chapel Church of Christ.
TRACT 2
1 acre (more or less) east on old Wadesboro
Rd south of highway. .94,• across from the
Williams home site.
TRACT 3
14 acres (more or less) on highway 110 bet-
. vuaen Lynn Grove and Harris Grove:
TRACT 4 '
56'2 acres (more or less) south of higli.iy 94.
This tract is improved with a frame residence,
stack -barn, 2 tobacco barns and other out-
buildings. The house will be open for insperTiarr'
at 1:00p. m. on the day of the sale.
TERMS: 20 Percent down on sole day, balance due
upon delivery of deed in approximately 30 dots.
Hilton Williams, Exec.
TOP BUSINESS
property, 1.618 acres on
South 12th with 285' of







26 ACRES in Cherry
Corner area, 15 acres.
open, 2 creeks, all -
fenced and a building
site that would overlook







fisosid asi ready. Up to 12 s 24. Also bani style, offices, cottages,
Nish& home teel-coas, end patios, or UflUllD, pre-cut completely reedy
to assomble opt. 24 60. Buy the best for lass,
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
ROBERTS REALTY i ma generillt" mood and
thatincludes sharing their good selection of
listings with you. Pick out the one that suits your
needs best, give us a call, we'll make the ap-
pointment and be delighted to show it to you.
One of our best is the three bedroom brick only
one St a half miles from the city limits. This
house is newly decorated and features one and a
half baths, carpet, central heat and air, storm
doors and windows and a large lot. To complete
the perfect house there is a large shop in back.
This place is a dream come true at only
$47,500.00.
Another excellent buy and only minutes from
town is the home in Meadow Green Acres Sub-
division. This brick home has three bedrooms,
two full baths, den with built-in bar, central heat
and air and a complete kitchen. The price?
$43,500.00!
The ideal year around home and reduced to
$31,000.00 is the house located at Panorama
Shores. Two large bedrooms, kitchen, extra
large living room, & red wood deck. A good, dry
basement completes the picture. Buy this home
and you will be given your key to private lake
use.
Just listed at 805 North 19th and priced at
$29,000.00 is this three bedroom brick with storm
doors and windows -Extra large-..kitchen and
eating area. Excellent location.
Another new listing is the home at 603 Main
Street. This house is listed with the National
Registry of Historic Homes, is zoned com-
mercial and has more potential than it is possible
to list! Fourteen rooms, including a modern kit-
chen; five fireplaces; and lot approximately 110
x.120. See it today!
A county special is thefour bedroom brick-home
at Lynn Grove for only $27,500.00. The house is in
need of some repair but at the price quoted plus
five acres of land, what more could you want?
Near .the Harbor Hill Campground and zoned
commercial, we have just listed approximately
twenty acres. Owner would finance to right per-
son.
Located on Sherri Lane we have a beautiful
building lot, 84' x 155', for only $4,500.00. --
Only $25,000.00 is the price of this seven room
house and 134 acres of land at Shiloh. Some car-
peting, fireplace; shady lot & storage house
make it complete.
Located in Little River Estates on Lake Barkley
and priced at ;25,500.00, we have a five room "A"
frame just waiting for you! The majority of the
furniture is included at this price.
Looking for an investment? We have it in this
seventy acre farm in McCracken County. Now
rented for extra income. Owner would trade for
Calloway County property or would consider
some private financing.
Located on the Backusburg Road we have 88
acres with approximately 65 tendable for only
$75,000.00. Farm is all fenced and this years crop
would be pro-rated...
Near the University is this ideal business
location, complete with good building featuring
central gas heat and central electric air. Large
lot with approximately 135 feet of highway fron-
tage. $28,000.00.
A really thriving, family business is listed with
us for only $52,000.00. This includes grocery,
restaurant, gas, and bait shop PLUS six acres of
land. All stock and fixtures included in price.
Some private financing available. Owner leaving
town and needs some bids!
Just minutes from Murray and located on nearly
an acre of land we have this 40'x60' work shop.
Shop is complete with concrete floor and work
benches. All priced at $11,200.00':
The ideal, husband-wife, live in business is the
motel we now have listed. All furniture and
equipment is included with sale. Is ideally
arranged for -efficiency apartMents or a
professional office building. Owner would con-
sider a large part of the financing. Make us a
bid!
:dip/proximately three acres of land in Oak




412 South 12th St.
Located at 802 North 17th is this 75'x224' lot for
$4,000.00.
$3,000.00 down and the rest at 81,-2 per cent in-
terest will buy this frame house and two acres of
land at New Concerd._Parieled and carpeted in-
side, storm doors and windows and priced at
$17,000.00.
Let us show you the inside of this luxury home on
Highway, 94 West. Four bedrooms. three full
baths, Anderson windows, central heat and air,
complete built-in kitchen, fireplace in great
room and dining room, closets you wouldn't
believe! Many more features you will have to see
tosbelieve1.865,00 .00:
-
Looking for a live-with investment? Then see
this immaculate duplex in Westwood Sub-
division. Each side features two bedrooms,
living room, kitchen and bath. New carpet, new
refrigerators, new vanities in baths, new storm
doors and new storage house. $45,000.00.
Brick and cypress exterior with cypress fence is
what you will see first when you make you ap-
pointment for the showing of this house near
Almo. Four bedrooms, central electric heat and
air, carpet, drapes, complete kitchen and one of
the prettiest dens to be found with large
fireplace. One acre of land. 854,000.00.
Dream of a cottage on the lake someday? Then
invest in these two waterfront lots with concrete
boat ramp on Blood River. Approximately 135
feet of water front. Owner would consider
reasonable bid or would consider trading for
other property. 816,000.00.
The time is now to see this six room house in
Baywood Vista subdivision. Half basement, cen-
tral heat and air, storm doors and windows, car-
peting. 424,000.00.
Two lake lots in Green Valley Subdivision, off Ir-
van Cobb Road. $3,000.00.
Located in Harvest Hills Subdivision, off High-
way 121 South, are these two lots for $2,300.00.
The perfect business location is,the one we have
at 1203 Olive, just off of North 12th Street. Large,
solid house to convert to the business of your
choice. Lot is approximately 200 feet deep. Two
thriving businesses join this property and the
University traffic make it perfect! $72,500.00.
Located on the corner of North 5th and Pine is
your excellent investment venture! Two rental
apartments ready for leasing. With little work
the third unit could be made upstairs. Exterior
of aluminum siding for the minimum of up-keep
storm doors and windows and listed at $28,500.00.
Give the kids lots of room to play with the whole
city park for your playground! Located at 802
Sharpe and priced at $25,000.00 is this five room,
brick, one & a half bath home. Electric heat,
storm doors and windows and garage.
You must go inside the house at 1511 Story to
realize the value! The house features eight
rooms plus workshop; one and a half baths; cen-
tral gas heat and central electric air; carpet;
drapes: disposal; pull-down stairs for extra
storage. House in excellent shape. Possession
with deed! $45,000.00.
More than you ever dreamed possible for
$37,000.00 is the house at 1613 Dodson. Brick
Veneer, storm doors and windows, den with
beautiful fireplace, formal dining, large storage
building and located on a lot 187 feet deep. Walk
to school and shopping with this location.
Located across from Cypress Creek Boat
Dock, we have listed approximately eleven acres
of land with approximately 470 feet of water
front for only115,000.00. Timber now on propert)
would pay a big part of the purchase price
Owner out of town and eager to sell.
$35,000.00 will buy you this large, older, brick
home at 206 Woodlawn. One large room upstairs
could be Used for efficiency apartment. Large
rooms, including formal dining on main floor
Fenced in, shaded back yard. Two full baths.
Although we have an excellent number of listings
and are more than willing to work through the
multiple listing service, we are in desperate need
of city property in the 830,000.00 or under, range
If you have property in this catagory and would
like to sell, giveirs a call, we hhve the clients'
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
SPECIAL REDUCED,
BR mobile home with
gas • heat. window air
conditioner, built-in
range on 100 x 125 lot, _1




your friends over to this
14x35 rec room with
fi,replace. En-
teitamment made fasy





bath.. .4 minutes from
town. It only takes one








WHEN YOUR riches are
kids, not money. let us
show this home in the
country.. large home for
the, large family, 5
bedrooms, living room
and family room all on 1
acre lot, recently
painted inside and out.
Priced in the 30's Call
LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS...753-1492.
FOR SALE, by owner; 25
acres La mile south of-
Wiseharts Grocery.
Good well and pump,
dandy little farm. Call
James. Bob. or Jimmy
at 753-7668 or 753-2394.
Purdom hurman




17 ACRES 2 miles south of
New Concord on Hwy.
121 S. 1500 foot of road
frontage. All in grass







71'2 ACRES near Ky. Lake











901 Sycamore 0,14otyy, y
.31 ACRES at Ahno
Heights on Perry Road.
22 acres in beans, some
timber, several
beautiful building sites.
Secluded yet very ac-












' Monday-Friday -- 7:30-2:30 Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
PRICE HAIR CUT $1.50 PRICE SHAVE $1.25
CALL 753-4013
Gatesborough Circle - brick and wood home
with 3 large bedrooms and 21/2 baths. Gas heat
plus fireplace. A great room 20x28. This home
boasts of 9 large closets. Home has its own fire
and burglar alarm system.
Three bedroom brick, 2 bath with 2 car garage
plus fireplace, in Maplewood Subdivision, one
mile from city limits.
iv* bedroom brick near University, has car-
port and large shaded lot.
Eight bedroom on Sharpe Street. Has new kit-
chen gas heat, on large shaded lot. This is an IN-
COME producing property.
Three bedroom brick with carport on College
Farm Road, with plenty of LANDSCAPING.
COMMERCIAL property at 804 Coldwater Road.
Would make good^professional office building.
Has circle drive. Would park many cars.
Two 147,Vall Acres, $3,500.
House, tobacco barn, lOres, Buchanan.
Tenn. $13,000.
FARMS, FARMS, FARMS
63 Acres in Mt. Carmel Community,-20 acres
tillable, good marketable, poplar timber, bottom
land, 2 spring fed creeks. Also has several feet of
highway frontage on 121 South.
31 Acres at Alin° Heights on Perry Road. 22
acres in beans, some timber, several beautiful
building sites. Secluded yet very accessible.
$22,900.
22 Acres on Highway 290, 2 miles from
Bloodriver Boat Dock. Has several feet of high-
way frontage, plenty of trees. Many, many
beautiful building sites. Also a spring on proper-
ty. Has lake view. Very competitively priced at
$l4,900.
-17-Arrescimiles south of New Concord on High-
way 121 Sotith, 1,500 feet of road frontage. All in
grass with plenty of water for cattle. Electric
fence around perimeter of property. Im-
pressively priced at $12,900.
25 Acres at Puryear, Tenn. 4 acres open.
Fabulous building sites. Lots and Lots of











BRICK HOME plus in
come property. Move
into this beautiful home
and pay mortgage with
present additional in-
come of $450 per mo.
This home has 3
bedrooms, 12 baths,
formal living and dining
room, birch cabinets,
built-in oven and range,
central air, natural gas
heat. Income property is
furnished and fully




With The Fnendly Touch
REITREF2S- DELIGH-
T. . A delightful set-
ting, 1 acre only 2
miles from lake, has 2
bedroom mobile home










Estate, 105 N. 12th.
43. Real Estate
NEW LISTING. Spacious
home close to schools in
a nice neighborhood.




deck in backyard and
storage galore. Priced





Want to develop your
own subdivision? We
have just listed 30'2
acres located within 'V 2
miles of city limits, city







63 ACRES in Mt. Carmel
Community, 22 acres in
certn and beans, some
bottom land and some
good Poplar timber. 2
spring fed creeks on
property. Hwy frontage
on 121 South, $67,000.
WALDROP REALTY,
753-5646.
By mac ii-cde•oar. 3
Mt, brick, lois, nisms, Ws,
did% rasa bitdsea coat-
him* brolt-io latrarlro, Witty,
carport. Cal 489-2116 after S
•
EXTRA, EXTRA... This
is what you will be
saying when you view
this equisite home in
quiet residential neigh-
borhood. Teak parquet
entry and hall, indirect









birch cabinets plus a
breakfast room. Central •
gas heat and central
electric air. Patio has
attractive tiled floor and
is brick enclosed with
wrought iron gate
There is much more so
let us tell you all about






22 ACRES on Hwy. 280 2
miles from Bloodriver
Boat DOck. Has several
feet of Hwy. frontage.
Plenty of trees, many,
many building sites, a
good spring. Has a view






duping Waning Wet off 94 fest
wininnt hew Illerroy.
Nos 2 II/ sod side, op-
overheats* 1958 sq. ft. , rid
I. wal carpets sad WM-in
Ge0111
forepart,. Priari at 53018.
Form 75 scree ;Whin 7 ales
•4 city ikairs. lios rteck
inner, barns, tobacco ellet-
room Neese is amilIty bent
sW11 3 be/roans, I'., blahs,
firevincii, 1 ear will. This ts
poosi form awl with. high
orialocartry
753 3143 *orison
Tired of noisy neigh-
bors? Want to find a
place to get away from
it all? Then let us show
you this recently built
frame home on
Whiskey Ridge. It sits
on a one acre lot and
has 2 BR's, 1 bath and
a half basement. It
also features a
Franklin fireplace to
add to the rustic at-
mosphere. If you have
a VA eligibility or Far-
mer Home Com-
mitment, give us a
call. This home should
qualify. Asking 821,500













brick ranch home with
central heat and air.
lovely landscaped lawn,
fenced backyard,
wooden deck, and lots of
other pleasant features
in this country dream
home. Priced in the 30's.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222. We
make buying and selling













space. Located on 1
acre lot off 641 North.
REDUCED! OWNER
SAYS SELL' ! $18,900.
Boyd-Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th.




from waters edge. Home
753-2736, nights 753-8395.
13x, AC. level, 6 ac.
tillable, 734 wooded lot
suitable for building site
on paved road 1 mile
east of South Pleasant
Grove, 8 miles to
"-Murray - .Calloway
County seat, 16 miles to
Ky. Lake. 90D 642-8311,
or (513) 294-8528 after 6
pm.
45 Farms For Sale




WATER, 72 acres ap-
proximately in row





44 Lots For Sale
arp,
TWO WATERFRONT never been raced. Call
Lots on Kentuck) Lake. 759-1999 before 5 p.m.
382-2429. 1978 HONDA 750K, i
months old, 450 miles,
Call 753-5108 after 6 p.m.46 Homes foi Sale
BY OWNER, 3 BR house.
5 miles from Murray
100 yards off 94 on 783,
$45,000. Call 753-4896.
HOUSE FOR SALE BY
OWNER-. 1614 Kirkwood
DR. Brick, 3 BR, 1'2
baths, LV, entry hall,
den with dining area,
kitchen, with built-in
stove and plenty of
cabinet space, utility
room, electric heat,
fenced back yard with
.tool shed and 10
producing fruit trees.
Reduced for quick sale-




brick, each side has 2
BR, ,central heat and
air, stove, refrigerator,
and dishwasher. $40,000.
Call owner at 7534470
after 5 p.m.




gas heat, quiet area with
shade, patio with gas
grill. Over 2900 feet
living area and large
garage. In Bagwell
Manor, call 753-9602.
BY OWNER on Cir-
carama Drive. 3 BR,








FOR SALE BY OWNER,
new on market brick, 3
bedroom carpeted, walk
in closets, 2 baths, 2 car
garage with a storage
room, central gas heat
and electric air, entry
hall. living room, large
den with wood burning
fireplace and dining
area, kitchen with dish-
washer and disposal,
built-in stove with hood,







Place. 753-0196 or 753-
7906.
THREE BR, kitchen, LR,
utility and sewing room,
wallpaper and
panelling. Lots of
storage, 10 x 10 metal
building on concrete
floor, lot 100 x 150,
$26,500. 753-0278. 1216
Melrose.
BRICK HOME plus in-
come property. Move
into this beautiful home
and pay mortgage with
present additional in-
come of $450 per mo.
This home has 3
bedrooms, 1'2 baths,
formal living and dining
room birch cabinets,
built-in oven and range,
central air, natural gas
heat. Income property'
Ii furnished and fully
rented for fall semester.
Located near Univer-
sity. Phone 436-5479.
TO SETTLE estate, 3 Or 4
BR_ brick, large bath,





dryer, electric wall heat
and 3 window air con-
ditioners on shaded
corner lot, $42,900. Call
247-3946, Mayfield.
THREE ROOM furnished
house, 10 miles east of
Murray, $2500. 442-8670.
47 Motorcycles
FOR SALF. Honda 450.
good condition, 753-2467
- after 5p.in.
FOR SALE, 1972 CB 330
Honda, good condition.
753-3288.
HONDA (TR 250, dirt bike,
good Condition. call 753-
0224 after 5 30





1977 758 HONDA, lots of
extras. 436-2547:
1973 HONDA 750 Chopper,
custom paint, Harley
tires, headers, plus
much more, $960. Call
759-4740 after 4:30 p.m.
1972 HONDA 175, real
nice, $290. 436-2538.
48 Automotive Service
TRUCK TIRE Sale -
Hiway tread, 700115", 6
ply, $27.57 plus $2.85
FET, 750xI6", 8 ply,
$35.39 plus $3.59 FET.
Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
FOR SALE, 1949 Jeep





farm tire service, truck






49. Used Cars Trucks
1968 FORD F-100 short
bed truck. Call 489-2127
after 5 p.m.
FOR SALE, automatic
1970 Ford van, good
condition, exterior
customized. Call 753-





and air, good condition,
new radial tires, $2195.
Phone 759-4698.
NEW 1978 CHEVY, Van,




$400 under dealers cost.






1972 Olds Delta 88,70,000
miles, some rust, top





49 Used Cars & Trucks
1950 FORD Club Coup for
sale. Also restored 1962
Nash. convertible. Phone
753-1271.
1977 FORD Van Club
Wagon Chateau, 31,000
miles, new tires, Cap-
tains chairs, factory air,
P.S., P.B., stereo, with
front and rear speakers,




dition, $6495 firm. Phone
Murray 759-4590.
1974 BUICK LA SABRE, 4




49. Used Cars & Trucks
1975 COUPE de Ville,
very clean, 3,800 miles,
$5,300. Call 435-4364.





1941 JEEP, good shape.
Also 1947 Jeep. $350 each







Datsun King Cab. Call
328-8649 after 5 p.m.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
FOR SALE, 1972 Chrysler
4 door, nice, 753-3081.
1975 VOLVO 164 E, ex-
cellent condition. 1973






side pipes, good con-
dition, $995. Call 489-
2595.
1974 OLDSMOBILE Delta
88 Royal, burgundy on
burgundy with white
top. Has power and air,
extra clean car with
45,000 miles, $2450. Call






SERVING THE PURCHASE AREA
MAYFIELD
DYE IN THE COUNTRY-LOVE THE PRICE
This Lovely Home Reduced Far Below Replacement Value! Situated on 2 acres
only 4.5 miles from Murray. 3 bdrm., 2 bath By., central heat & air, carpeting,
draperies, appliances, double garage. CAN YOU BELIEVE ONLY $36,900.
WINGO
TWO WOODED ACRES IN THE COUNTRY
Plus a 3 bdrm., 1/2 bath furnished mobile home offers the comfort 8i privacy
you've been looking for at a price you can afford. Spacious well-arranged rooms
make this mobile home a perfect setting. Call Today!
Boyd-Majors Real Estate- 105 North12th Street
-The Professional Services With The Friendly Touch."
Isamu Erwin 753-4136 Worm Shropshire 7534277
hark, Moody 753-5036 Reuben Weedy 753-9036
1.8. Nook 753-2317 Maar Ma 753-7515
•
ESTATE AUCTION -
06104 SATURDAY, JULY 29 **
e 10:00 A.M. RAIN or SHINE
101_ Pi John B. & Allie Pryor Estate, 5 miles east of Mayfield
on Highway 80.
REAL ESTATE - ANTIQUES - HOUSEHOLD





MAYFIELO- HWY. 80 HWY 80 EAST
[37-ACRES
TRACT NO. I - 46 Acres and 4 bedroom two story brick home with full basement, 1 bath, fireplace, electric
heat, carpeted and in good condition. Good block barn, lots of road frontage, well landscaped with large shade
trees. -
TRACT NO. ZATAcres, good.bottorti land fronting orrliwy. 8-0 with good building site and shade trees.
TRACT NO. 3 -20 Acres, gently' rolling farm land
Real Estate offered in separate tracts and then combined in optional combinations. For prior inspection and
information on Real Estate. contact selling agent.
ANTIQUES 4S HOUSEHOLD
Mary Ann Cates and Nanc Riley, Co Administracies
THIS WILL BE AN ABSOLUTE AUCTION_sok.
TERMS: Real Estate 10% down day of sale, balance on delivery
of deed in 30 days.
Personal Property, cash day of sale.


























































































































49. Used Cars & Trucks
1972 PINTO excellent
condition, caH 753-4710.
1976 FORD 3,4 ton 4 wheel
drive, call 753-5368 after
5 p.m.
1973 FORD Maverick, 6
cyl., automatic, good
air, 11295,489-2595.
FOR SALE, 1970 Inter-
national pick-up truck,




automatic, back window _
defogger, tilt, telescopic




good condition. Call 753-
4343 or 753-4955.
I97b FORD Mustang, T-
top, loaded, 4,000 miles,
Call 753-1208 or 753-0181.
FORD customized van.
Has 8 track stereo, C.B.,
AM-FM radio,
television, speakers
front, and rear, couch-




49. Used Cars & Trucks
1973 DATSUN 610 wagon,
factory air, AM with














camper, sleeps 8, stove,
icebox, sink, hitch in-
cluded, phone 753-6918
after 6 p.m.




tape deck, CB radio, ice
. box, sink, stove, sleeps
4, many more extras.
Priced to sell. Call 753-
6580.
8' SLIDE IN cabover
camper, $490. 436-2538.




Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, ckitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest.- Price
$110,000.
Ohio Malley Real Estate





like new, $1800. Sam
Harris, 753-8061.
1978 STARCRAFT 25'
travel trailer, bunk beds
- 8, loaded. Complete











dealer. You've got a




P1978 United Feature Syndicate, Inc
51. Services Offered
INSULATION BLOWN
IN by Sears save on
these high heat and










free estimates call 753-
  1537.
'Toppers and used If LIGHT, 'DURABLE, COMFORTABLE.
campers. East 94 High- JUST THE SHOE 'FOR MARCHINGway, 4 miles from
Murray. Call 753-0605.
51. Services Offered




ficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
FOR YOUR septic tza
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tanli',
cleaning. Cali John --





roofs sealed. Call Jack
Glover 753-1873 after 5
p.m. or weekends.
ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field










sales and service, R. C.
Evans, 474-2748.
I DO PAINTING of all







Sears continuous gutter -
installed Pt• your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating,
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
5. Services Offered
FOR FAST SERVICE on
all electrical work, call
Tony Teschner, 354-8531.










No costly footings or
foundations. 100 percent
fireproof masonary
product. Less than the
cost of natural stone.
Use for interior or ex-
terior. An excellent do-
it-yourself project or we




Market - Street, Paris,
Tenn. 38242. Phone 901-
642-1328.
FENCE SALES at Sears.
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates for
your needs.








rocked and graded, rip-
rap delivered s--and
placed, decorated rock,
all kinds, masonry sand,
free estimates. Call
Clifford Garrison, 753-
5429 after 4 p.m.
HOUSE FRAMING, $1.15
per square foot. 437-4338.
PAINTING INTERIOR',
exterior. Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years ex-
perience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.




Drilling Co., 24 in. wells.















ANY KIND of hauling in
city or county. Call 759-
1247 or 753-9685.
BUILT-UP ASPHALT




GENERAL C 0 N -
STRUCTION. If it takes
nails to mend or build




interior painting, no jobs
too small, reasonable






Ky. 753-0955 or 759-1667.




tanks, dirt and gravel
hauling. Call 753-5808 or
753-5706.
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips
Call for free Estimate,








Also dealers for Volcano '
II, the most efficient
wood burner in




repair. Call Joe Jackson
after 5 p.m. 753-7149.
CHIMNEY CLEANING,
bird screens installed,
minor repair work by








struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah,
Ky. 42001. Phone day
or night 442-7026.
51. Services Offered
B & J HYDRAULICS.
Service calls or in-shop
repair of hydraulic
parts, jack rebuilding,
prices starting at $17.50.




and game table. Call
Paris, 1-901-642-8031.
QUALITY SERVICE -
Company Inc. Air con-






















* CO. HAM BREAKFAST . .
• Homemade biscuits and red-eye gravy!
• SPECIAL 1225 (Reg. 92.95)
• SPECIALS GO ALL DAY...EVERYDAY-IN JULY
THE BOSTON TEA PARTY -








6 AM TII. 10 PM-410M11/4% THRU THURSDAY
6 AM TII. MIDNIGHT-FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
7 AM TIL 10 PM ON SUNDAY
•••••
TIME TO MOVE WITH KOPPE= REALTY
LINCOLN SLEPT HERE
Just listed this genuine log cabin close to Ky.
Lake. Year-round living with lots of space. Three
10.edrooms and large fireplace in living room, one
acre lot. Priced to sell.
EASY LIVIN'
Yes, it will be easy livin' when you buy this
colonial 4 bedroom home and 10 rolling acres.
Home was completely renovated 3 years ago and
has lovely brick fireplace in large kitchen-den, 2
baths and lots of space throughout. Acreage -
is fenced, good stock barn, stable and other out-
buildings. A rare opportunity to purchase that
country estate you've always dreamed of
owning.
A SIXTH SENSE?
Yes, a sense of pride in owning this extra sharp 3
bedroom brick home on the West side of Murray.
Keep cool this summer and cozy next winter with
cenfral heat and air. Attached garage & covered
concrete patio, attractive carpeting, wallpaper
and paneling throughout home. This will sell
fast! Phone us today! 30's.
HOUSE AND 147 ACRES
Located near Kentucky Lake and having TVA
frontage, this is an opportunity to own your
private farm with easy access to swimming,
boating and fishing on beautiful Kentucky Lake.
Home is very attractive and is situated on lovely
wooded lot. Also a restorable log house is on
property. Phone us for all the details.
NEAR UNIVERSITY
A single-family home with 3 or 4 bedrooms, 2
baths, living room, kitchen-dining room com-
bination, utility room, or a two family house with
separate entrances. Also a lovely fenced-in yard,
plus an extra large garage and workshop or
storage building. Low 40's.
PLEASING PRICE
Charming 2 bedroom home near Kentucky Lake.
Home has attractive kitchen-den combination,
lovely fireplace in the living room, new wall-to-
wall carpeting, new drapes and a sharp new look
throughout. Priced at only $14,500. Don't delay
phone today on this bona fide bargain.
LAKE LIVING
Extremely attractive A-Frame home near Ken-
tucky Lake. Lovely landscaping and manicured
lawn. Franklin stove in family room, large con-
crete patio and wooden deck. Priced in the 20's.
FLORIDA ROOM IN MURRAY
Our newest listing is on a pretty, landscaped cor-
ner lot. Great retirement house or starter home
for young marrieds. Two bedroom, lit baths, all
appliances and a Florida room that looks out on a
fenced backyard. A workshop that is wired with
220 amps. Priced in the 30's. Call today!
LAKE PROPERTY
2 Bedroom home in Pine Bluff Shores. Home is
situated on waterfront lot with lovely view of
Kentucky Lake. Priced at only $18,500! Don't
delay-phone us today on this fine property.
SWEET AND LOW
Older home priced to sell fast in Hazel. Home is
In very good condition and has had recent
redecoration and additioir of insulation. Very
economical utility bills and excellent bargain
at $14,900.
RUSTIC CHARM
Lovely and unique home on private 3 acre
wooded tract west of Murray. Home has
breathtaking 27' x 25' greatroom with fireplace
and hardwood plank floors. Electric heat pump,
all modern conveniences plus a rustic, com-
fortable design add up to a pleasant life style for
you. Don't let this opportunity pass you by.
Phone us today for more information. Low 60's.
ANOTHER NEW LISTING
Sharp 2 bedroom brick home with fireplace, l
block from university. Great location and home
is in excellent condition. Priced in the 20's.
MOBILE HOME
We have recently listed an exceptionally neat
and attractive mobile home located East of
Murray and the price has just been reduced






Three bedroom home and 2 bedroom mobile
home on 2,02 acres. City water, septic system has
capacity for 6 mobile home hook-ups. Located
23,e miles East of Murray city limits. Price
reduced to $30,000.
SMART STYLE:-SMART BUY
"Quality plus" best describes this new 3
bedroom, 2 bath home located in Hazel.
Fireplace with heatalator, built-in appliances,
custom built cabinets, heat pump, thermopane
windows are only a few of the quality features of
this home. The price is right! 30's.
INVESTMENT PACKAGE
Located on quiet street near the university-
quaint 2 bedroom bungalow with large fireplace,
wood-beamed ceilings and lots of charm
throughout. ALSO garage apartment building
with 2 rental units-each bringing in good rate of
Return. This entire package priced at $29,000.
Don't delay on this one - phone us today!




Three bedroom brick home with central heat and
air, lovely landscaped lawn, fenced backyard,
wooden deck and lots of other pleasant features
in this dream home. Just outside of city limits
and priced in the 30's.
PRICE REDVD $5,000
On.this 70 acre farm wMi 35 tendable acres.
Owner moved out of state and wants to sell.
Priced now at $30,000. Don't delay on this
bargain.
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION
Drive down Main Street and take a look at this
impressive 2-story home. Lots of living area
which includes 4 bedrooms, study, dining room,
den, living room, plant room, basement and cen-
tral natural gas heat. Price now only $35,000.
JUST LISTED
Just listed this spacious home close to schools in
a nice neighborhood. Three bedrooms, formal
dining room, large sewing closet, recreation
room, large garage, cypress deck in backyard
and storage galore. Priced in the 40's.
EXTRA, EXTRA...
This is what you will be saying when you view
this exquisite home in quiet residential neigh-
borhood. Teak parquet entry hall, indirect
lighting in most rooms, 2 ceramic baths with
showers, built-in vanities and laundry bin. Den
with corner fireplace. All Andersen thermopane
tilt-in windows. Kitchen has double ovens, lovely
birch cabinets plus a breakfast room. Central
gas heat and central electric air. Patio has at-
tractive tiled floor and is brick enclosed with
wrought iron gate. There is much more so let us
tell you all about this lovely home. 50's,
GREAT ROOM! GREAT HOUSE!
Brand new listing and brand new home. Energy
saving 3 bedroom in Gatesborough. Heat pump,
12 inches insulation in ceiling, thermopane win-
dows, beautiful custom-designed kitchen with
breakfast island, formal dining room. Home is
beautifully decorated throughout. Take a jour-
ney to happy dream-home living and let us show





If you want a house that is different from your
neighbors, see this one! Three beautiful
bedrooms, large bathrooms, stereo intercom,
heat pump and a large upstairs game room. All
this plus fireplace, extra storage and well
decorated call us and let us show you this one.
KITED TO CONVENIENCE
Immaculate 3 bedroom, 2 bath home with cen-
tral heat and air, den with fireplace, attached
garage. Attractive design and decor throughout.
Extra, Extra: large modern workshop building
with concrete floor and 220 wiring. Quality home
- Good value. Priced in the high 30's.
SUMMERTIME ELEGANCE
If unique is what you seek, we have it. This 3-
story, 5 bedroom home has all the extras-marble
fireplace, built-in appliances, spiral stairways,
central vacuum and intercom, custom made
drapes throughout. This is that -dream home"
you have been waiting for. -
FOUR BEDROOM BARGAIN
This could be the place you are looking for -
Property is zoned for business, but could be juSt
a lovely home within two blocks of the cour-
thouse, 4 bedroom brick, 2 bath, study, living
room and dining room combination with wood-
burning fireplace, also large kitchen including
range, refrigerator, disposal and dishwasher.
Price reduced to $31,000.
HOUSE AND 6 ACRES
Here is that rare home-buying opportunity of
good home plus acreage plus close-to-town
location at a reasonable price. Three bedroom
brick home with central ti'at and air and low
utility bills. Lots of the great outdoors with apple
trees, garden spots and outside building suitable
for horse stable or storage. Phone us right away!
BUILDING LOTS
We have just listed several choice building lots,
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State Police. . . page.. South Pleasant Grove To Hold Its Summer Revivalwomen has largely been perpetratedthrough the imposition of an arbitrary
and unvalidated minimum t 5-foot4
height requirement
The Kentucky Commission on Human
Rights ruied in July 197'7 that the height
requirement discriminates against
women after two females who were
denied admission to the state police
academy because they were too short
challenged the rule. However, the
ruling was reversed last May in
Frankbn Circuit Court. The human
rights commission is preparing an
appeal.
The‘ LEAA notified Gov. Julian
Carroll in November 1877 that it was
suspending payment of more than $1
million in annual federal assistance




Ben Armstrong, father of
- Mrs. Howard ( Ruth i Brandon
of Murray, died 'Tuesday at
9:25 a.m. at the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah. He
was 69 years of age and a
resident of La Center Route
Two.
Mr. Armstrong was a
retired farther and a member
'of the Pleasant Hill United
Methodist Church, La Center.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Geraldine Armstrong;
oneson, Ben Allen Armstrong,
Louisville; one daughter,
Mrs, 'Howard Brandon,
Murray; one grandson, Randy
Brandon, Murray; four
granddaughters, Mrs. Leigh
Taub. Mrs. Lynne Seewer, and
Miss Beth Armstrong, all of
Louisville, and Miss Loriann
Brandon. Murray; three
brothers; four sisters.
The funeral is being held
today at two p.m. at the
Pleasant Hill. United
Methodist Church with the
Rev. Harold Craig officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Don Armstrong, Fred Wilson
Armstrong. Randy Brandon,
Jay Ferguson, Louis Boyd
Dismore, and David Seewer.
Burial will follow in the
church cemetery with the
arrangements by the Jones
Funeral Home of LaCenter.
Mrs. Lena Bogard
Dies At Home With
Rites Held Today
Mrs. Lena Bogard, native of
Calloway County, died
Tuesday at 11:15 a.m. at her
home on Old Mayfield Road.
Paducah. She was 62 years of
age.
The deceased was a
member of the Bellview
Baptist Church and was
employed as a housekeeper
for Holiday Inn.
Mrs. Bogard is survived by
her husband, Wilson Bogard'.
two daughters, Mrs. Peggy
Sawyer-.. and Mrs. Linda
Massey, Paducah; one sister,
Mrs. Margaret Nanney,
Hardin; seven grandchildren.
The funeral is being held
today at one p.m. at the chapel
of the Lindsey Funeral Home,
Paducah, with the Rev. Louis
Brinker and the Rev. Willard
Beasley officiating. Burial
will follow in the Woocllawn
Memorial Gardens there.
0
The Elm Grove Baptist
Church will conduct its
Vacation Bible School




years will meet each morning
from 830 to 11:30. Youth
twelve years old and up will
meet from 6:30 to 8:30 each
evening.
The Sunday services of the
church will begin with Sunday
School at ten a.m. followed by
the morning worship at eleven
a.m. with the pastor, the Rev.
Calvinlifilkinsas speaker..
Guest apiakir- for t-W:11:45-
p.m. services on Sunday'will
be the Rev. Sam Vernon of St.
Anns Bay, Jamaica. Church
Training will be at six p.m.
A tune of fellowship will
follow the evening service.,
and the public is invited CO
attend all services, a church
t)ciliesman said.
help must comply With federal equal
empbyrnent opportunty guidelines.
The future of federal assistance for
state police crime laboratories could be
held up pending completion of the ap-
peals process through state courts.
The civil rights advisory committee
also sharply criticized what it called the
police bureau's failure to develop af-
firmative action plans
In addition to the largely ignored
problem of unvalidated recruitment,
wlection, and promotion procedures,
the bureau has not developed or imple-
mented any specific goals or timetables
for overcoming the historical un-
derrepresentation of minorities and the
exclusion of women among sworn
personnel of the bureau," the report
said.
The panel urged the US. Department
of Justice to institute such legal
proceedings astequired to compel fullcompliance with the mandates of the
federal civil rights law, and seek the
remedies necessary to fully overcome
the bureau's historical and continuous
exclusion of women and under-
representation of minorities."
In an accompanying response to the
report, police Commissioner Kenneth
E. Brandenburgh said the bureau "has
made and continues to make con-
siderable progress in equal em-
ployment opportunities for all.. ."
Brandenburgh said he is "convinced
that there has been no past
discrimination by this agency against
any applicant who Met reqdired
staeprds and there will be none in the
future."
South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church will
hold its summer revival
beginning Sunday night, July
30 and continuing through
Friday night, August 4, at 7:30
each evening.
The guest minister will be
the Rev. Dr. William M.
Vaughan, Jr., the district
superintent of the Lexington
District of the Memphis An-
nual Conference of the United
Methodist Church. Dr.
Vaughan, born in Mayfield, is
the son of a Methodist
minister and was an aviator in
the Navy during World War H.
Dr. Vaughan was graduated
from Lambuth College, at-
tended Carson - Newman
Leaders Of The Nation's Largest Postal
Union Vote Against Tentative Contract
By OWEN ULLMANN
AP Labor Writer'
WASHINGTON-- cAP > —
Leaders of the nation's largest
postal union voted against a
proposed .labor contract
today, but decided to submit
the tentative settlement to
rank-and-file members for a
ratification vote.
The national bargaining
advisory committee of the
American Postal Workers
Union voted 29-to-15 against
,the tentative three-year ac-
cord. But fhen the committee
voted 30-to-9 to send the
proposed contract to the
union's 280,000 rank-andfile
members for a ratification
vote. —4-
At least one member of the
committee threatened to go to
federal court to block the
move, saying it violates the
union's constitution.
The proposed contract
aready has sparked wildcat
By The Associated Press
NEW YORK ( AP) —
Unseen participants in the
wild night of looting during
New York City's 1977 blackout
were poverty and unem-
ployment — and the poverty is
spreading, says a new Ford
Foundation study. •
The events of that hot mug-
gy July 13 night "give a sneak
preview of economic and
social changes- in the city
that would otherwise not have
shown up for years, said the
study.
"What the brief picture
showed of. the deterioration in
neighborhoods, and general
proliferation of poverty
throughout the boroughs was
alarming indeed," said the re-
port, compiled by Robert Cur-
yin and Bruce Porter with
foundation support.
"The proliferation of poor
people throughout New York
City...
"It would be easier to say
where they are not, rather
than 'where they are."
JERUSALEM (AP) —
Prime Minister Menachem
Begin says Egypt's expulsion
of a standby Israeli delegation
from Cairo is a minor matter
and chances for peace are still
excellent.
The delegation of military
men, which stayed in Egypt
after peace talks between the
two countries broke down in
January, was to return home
today by Egyptian airliner.
President Anwar Sadat
asked the Israeli delegation to
leave "since thers was no need
for their presence," the
Egyptian government
television service announced.
Begin said in spite of the
Egyptian move, he sees "ex-
cellent chances for the peace
process."
WASHINGTON (AP)
Worried about reports that
government files on millions
of Americans are not tamper-
proof, the Carter ad-
ministration is moving to
crack down on computer
security problems, an ad-
ministration source says
The source said the Office of
Management and Budget Is
planning, probably next week,
to. issue a directive requiring
tighter precautions to
-ra Le.g tutf .ft
unauthorized people .having
access to the government's
computers: President Carter
had asked the ()MB in
February 1977, to study the
problem
The federal government is
the country's largest user of
computers with an estimated
10,000 of them processing ev-
walkouts at mail centers on
the East and West coasts.
The APWU president,
Emmet Andrews, who was
one of the negotiators for the
accord reached with the
Postal Service last Friday,
said in getting approval to
send the contract to the rank-
and file: "I would urge that
they ratify it," he said.
John Richards, president of
the Pittsburgh area local, said
he planned to file suit in U.S.
District Court here to stop
Andrews from issuing the
contract for ratification.
Richards said the principal
objection by local leaders was
that the wage increase is not
high enough and that local
officials were unhappy with
about six work rule
provisions, including the
Postal Service's right to
continue assigning mandatory
overtime.
Andrews noted' that in
erything from tax returns to
crop reports.
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Concerned about the balance
of power in Asia, the Senate is
demanding a 'voice in any
further administration
decisions to withdraw U.S.
troops from South Korea.
The Korean amendment
was adopted as senators
passed the $2.8 billion fiscal
1979 foreign military aid bill,
which also makes lifting the
U.S.:. economic boycott against
Rhodesia contingent on
progress in that Southern
African country toward black
majority rule The legislation,
approved 73-13 on Wednesday,
now goes to the House for
action, probably next week.
The amendment on removal
of U.S. troops from Korea was
adopted as a fatigued Senate
neared the close of two days'
debate on the massive aid bill.
" A
previous years, when there
was strong opposition from
local leaders to proposed
contracts, the contracts were
ratified by the rank-and-file
anyway.
The APWU is one of four
unions that represent a total of
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
White House announced today
that Gulf Oil Corp. will pay the
U.S. Treasury $42.2 million in
a compromise settlement of ,
federal claims that it over-
stated its crude oil costs by
$79.6 million.
Deputy Press Secretary Rex
Granum said Gulf. which did
Fifth Sunday Singing
Planned At Kirksey
The regular Fifth Sunday
Singing of the Blood River
Baptist Association will be
held Sunday, July 30, at 1:30
p.m. at the Kirifsey Baptist
Church.
Leland Peeler, director,




The Hilltop Baptist Church,
located across from the Old
Salem Cemetery on the old
New Concord Road, will hold
revival services starting
Sunday evening, July 30.
Guest speaker for the
services to be held at 7:30 each
evening will be the Rev. R. J.
Burpoe, pastor of the Grace
Baptist Church, Murray. The
services will continue through
Sunday, Aug. 6, at eleven a.m.
The church pastor, the Rev.
Richard West of Benton, in-
vites the public to attend
Ladies! ladies! .... Sale of
WINTER COATS
LERMANS
COMPLETE FAMILY DEPT. STORE
554,000- postal workers. It is
the only °De that calls for an
advisory committee vote.
All four unions are expected
to send out mail ballots within
a week, and the results likely
will not be known until at least
mid-August.
not acknowledge guilt, was the
first major oil company to
reach a settlement on federal
claims that total about $1
billion.
Federal energy officials had
claimed Gulf overstated the
cost of crude oil obtained from
foreign affiliates in the 1973-
1975 period.
Granum said individuals
who can establish that they
should share in the Gulf set-
tlement monies will be able to
file claims with the Depart-
ment of Energy.
Money that is not-- In 1933, King Edward V of
England and his brother, both
distributed to individuals will
murdered in 1438, were re-bur-
said. 
go into the Treasury, Granum
zed,
Dr. William M. Vaughan, Jr.
College, the University of
North Carolina, George
Peabody College, Scarritt
College, the University of
California, and received his
Master of Divinity degree
from Vanderbilt Divinity
School, and his Doctor of
Divinity degree from Lam-
bath College.
Dr. Vaughan hasserveciase
pastor in the United Methodist
Church for 35 years. Some of





Medical Units; and First
Methodist Church, Memphis.
He was a delegate to the World
Methodist Conference in 1976
in Dublin, Ireland. Dr.
Country Trend Band To
Play At Lake Barkley
The local country and
western band, "Country
Trend" will perform in the
campground area of Lake
Barkley State Resort Park on
Saturday, July 29, at eight
p.m.
The performance is open to
the public as well as the
campers in the area.
Vaughan is noted as one of the
strong preachers of the
Memphis Annual Conference.
On Sunday July 30, at 5:30
p.m. a pot-luck supper will be
held to welcome Dr. Vaughan
and to honor the South
Pleasant Grove choir and
musicians.
To receive special
recognition for their -years of
service will be Mrs. Otto
Erwin, church organist; Mrs.
L. D. Cook, choir director;
Mrs. R. L. Cooper, choir
director; and Tommy Gaines,
church pianist. The choir will
sing each evening during the
revival and special duets and
quartets are prepared.
On Wednesday evening,
August 2, the youth and
children's .choirs, under the
direction of Torn Allen, will
sing.
• Everyone is invited to the
services and to the supper
according to the Rev. Dr.
William P. Mullins, Jr.,
church pastor.
'
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SAVE $500.00
Organs beginning at S559.95
COME 1N...BUY NOW!
CL S-(1-67-4
(Formerly JIB Music-James and Betty Clayton, Owners)
Dixieland Center 753-7575 Murray, Ky.
MURRAY APPLIANCE
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
"Appliances Are Our Only Business!
NOMAD COY and JONA SIMMONS, OWNERS
212 EAST MAIN ST. NONE 753-1586






When you buy this Quality Built





If you think service is an important -part ofyour purchase you will think it's important CO -shop Murray Appliance.
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